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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Since 1909 the 700-foot Metropolitan Tower, with its
famous beacon, gigantic four-dial clock, and monstrous McNeely
bells, has been the symbol of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company. The structure's likness has appeared on hundreds of
millions of Insurance documents. For 4 years, until completion
of the Woolworth Building in 1913, the stately tower was the
tallest masonry and steel structure in the world, and it remains
a prominent feature of the New York skyline. Designed by Pierre
and Michel Le Brun and patterned after the famous bell tower of
St. Mark's Cathedral in Venice, the 50-story edifice marked the
culmination of a company building program conceived by Joseph F.
Knapp and completed by John R. Hegeman. The tower underwent
refurbishing in the early 1960's, and while it surrendered
necessarily some of its disintegrating Tuckahoe marble trim, it
retained its original form and general appearance. Because it
is the most distinctive and least altered extant Metropolitan
building and because its construction corresponds with the
company's rise to first place in the life Insurance Industry,
the tower excellently commemorates Metropolitan's historical
significance.
Before Metropolitan erected the first of several building
units that eventually constituted its Madison Avenue -complex, ^the
firm occupied offices at three other locations. In I868-69 the
company had two and a half rooms In a building at 2^3 Broadway;
between I869 and I876 it claimed the entire third floor of a stru*?cture at 319 Broadway; and from 1876 to 1893 it enjoyed an entire
building that it refurbished at the corner of Park Place and
Church Street. None of these is believed extant.
By 1889 Metropolitan had outgrown its quarters again, and
Knapp selected Madison Avenue between 23rd and 24th Streets as
the site for a new seven-story, white marble. Second Rennaissance
Revival office building designed by Napoleon Le Brun. Before
workmen completed the structure in 1893, Knapp died, and Hegeman
added four more stories to the building plan to accomodate the
firm's rapid expansion. Gradually over the next 12 years.
Metropolitan employed Le Brun to design several additions to
the structure, and by 1905 the complex filled all the block
except a small lot on the northwest corner, which the Madison
Square Presbyterian Church occupied. Desperately in need of
still more space. Metropolitan negotiated the sale of the lot
and moved the church into a new home across the street. Then,
since Le Brun had died, Hegeman hired his two sons to design
an office tower in the mode of the campanile of St. Mark's
and compatible with the existing complex.
(continued)
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When the tower was finished in 1909, at a cost of $6,581,391,
the American Institute of Architects judged it the most merltorous
work of the year. With this addition, the Metropolitan complex
now extended H25 feet along each street front and 200 feet along
each avenue front, and its exterior facing accounted for approx
imately 500,000 cubic feet of marble. According to a company
history published in 191^, the first story of the entire complex
featured boldly projecting diamond-faced ashlar and served as
a plinth to the second and third stories, which were united as
one and decorated with a rich composite order of coupled columns
and pilasters. At the main entrance on Madison Avenue and for
150 feet along 23rd Street, the columns projected 5 feet to form
porticoes. Around the base of the tower and on Fourth Avenue
the columns were slightly engaged. Rustications banded the corner
pavilions, giving stronger effect to the angles of the building.^5
The tower measured 75 feet on Madison Avenue and 85 feet
on 2kth Street. It consisted of a 5-story, 68-foot-high base
that repeated the elaborate features of the lower portion of
the main building; a severely simple 366-foot shaft that ex
tended from the 6th through the 28th story and displayed three
sets of triple, rectangular windows on each face; a continuous
line of boldly projecting double-bracketed balconies at the
29th and 30th floors; and a balustraded Ionic loggia that ex
tended from the 31st through the 35th story and was topped by
a recessed four-story plinth supporting a pyramidal spire and
an octagonal turret. Together the spire and turret made up
the 36th through 49th stories. Atop the turret rested an
8-sided electric beacon with 8-foot diameter faces.
On each side the tower supported a giant, 26 1/2-foot
clock dial that partially covered the 25th through the 27th
stories. Each dial was constructed of reinforced concrete and
faced with vitreous blue and white mosaic tile. The 17-foot
minute hands and 13 1/3-foot hour hands consisted of copper
sheathing on iron frames, revolved on roller-bearings, and
weighed respectively 1,000 and 700 pounds. Electlclty drove
(continued)
^^Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, The Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company (New York: The Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, 1914), 44-45.
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the hugh mechanism, whose master clock, then as now, was situated
in the company board room and controlled clocks throughout the
building. The ^6th story held the tower's four McNeely bells,
which ranged in weight from 1,500 to 7,000 pounds and sounded
every quarter hour. No clock dials in the world were larger,
nor any bells mounted higher.
Beginning in 1932 and continuing over a period of 20 years.
Metropolitan erected in sections, according to need, a second
Madison Avenue complex—a 31-story modern office building that
ultimately filled the adjouning block between 24th and 25th
Streets. Subsequently, to keep pace with changing company
organization and space requirements. Metropolitan rebuilt most
of the early sections of their first Madison Avenue complex.
Later, in the early 1960's, the firm modernized the tower's
exterior to correspond with the remainder of the complex.
Workman reduced overhanging balconies and corners throughout,
and along the street facades on the second and third stories,
they removed the coupled columns and pilasters. Limestone was
put in place of decaying marble in two broad bands from the
1st to the 5th floor and from the 20th to the 36th story, and
square masonry columns with steel cores were Installed in place
of round stone columns in the loggias between the 31st and 35th
stories. Twenty decorative lion's heads were removed from the
34th floor, as was similar ornamentation elsewhere. Lastly
workmen took down the gold-leafed bronze roof of the cupola
and replaced it with a new covering of weather-resistant an
odized aluminum. After the completion of this work. Metropolitan
had the clock and beacon mechanisms modernized, the clock hands
rebuilt, and the clock dials cleaned. Today the clock, bells,
and beacon continue to record the time day and night, and despite
the removal of much Renaissance detail, to the casual observer
the tower still appears much the same as it did nearly 70
years ago.
Inside the tower, however, the changes are more readily
apparent. Air conditioning, acoustical ceilings, asphalt tile
floor coverings, modern lighting, and automatic elevators have
been Installed to make the building more suitable for modern
office use. On most floors, though, original marble corner
facings in the corridors remain as reminders of the old decor.
(continued)
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More important, the second floor, which formally housed executive
offices and now holds the company archives, has been preserved
almost in its original state. Besides the corridor with its white
marble wainscoting, the floor consists of a foyer, four offices,
two conference rooms, and an executive washroom. All retain their
original red Honduran mahogany wall panels and door and window
facings, ornate plaster cornices, and beautiful marble mantels,
as well as much original furniture. This section of the building
is open to visitors on a restricted basis, and as they pass from
the corridor through large double, etched glass doors into the
executive foyer and see the well maintained offices, they may
almost expect for a moment to be greeted by John R. Hegeman
himself.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is outstandingly
symbolic of the growth and development of the American Life
insurance Industry in both the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Although particularly reflective of the latter era, the firm
traces its origin to the National Union Life and Limb Insurance
Company, which when founded in 1863 represented the first com
prehensive attempt to provide war-risk Insurance to American
soldiers and sailors. Subsequent reorganization of that firm
and its descendants resulted in the formation of Metropolitan
in 1868. After its first year the company ranked only 3^th
among 56 American life firms operating in New York, but due
to sound management and a variety of popular policy offerings,
by 1909 it had become, according to scholar Marquis James,
"the largest life insurance company in the world in point of
business in force.The firm went on to become the world’s
largest private investor and, in the opinion of distinguished
institutional historian Morton Keller, "one of the twentieth
century's prime symbols of corporate vastness and efficiency.
Over the years. Metropolitan introduced and successfully
Implemented a number of notable innovations in the life Insurance
Industry. In 1879 the company began writing "industrial" life
insurance (small-amount policies offered at low prices to
Industrial workers) and rose within a year to preeminence in
this Important new Insurance field. Metropolitan also pion
eered intermediate-range life Insurance and several social
welfare programs. James argues persuasively that the firm’s
formation of an Intermediate branch in its ordinary department
in 1896 affected "the general trend of life Insurance in
America," and that the Introduction of a $5,000 minimum whole
life policy for exceptionally good risks in 1909 "proved to be
the outstanding life insurance innovation of the decade."3
(continued)
^Marquis James, The Metropolitan Life: A Study in Business
Growth (New York, 1947), 168.
^Morton Keller, The Life Insurance Enterprise, 1885-1910•
A Study in the Limits of Corporate Power (Cambridge, I963) 37.
3james, Metropolitan Life, 119, 170.
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In that same year Metropolitan hired sociologist Lee K. Frankel
and Instituted a series of nationally significant social welfare
projects that eventually Included publication of health care
booklets, development of the Nation’s first visiting nurse
service and city-wide surveys of disease, and construction of
low-income housing units, which, as management historian Karen
Orren points out, represented Important "deviations from normal
Investment In response to social problems."^
Since 1909 the 700-foot Metropolitan Tower, has been the
symbol of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company; Its likeness
has appeared on hundreds of millions of Insurance documents.
When completed, the tower was the tallest masonry and steel
structure In the world, and It remains a prominent feature of
the New York skyline. It underwent refurbishing In the early
1960’s, and while It surrendered necessarily some of Its decaying
Tuckahoe marble trim. It retained Its original form and general
appearance. Because It Is the most distinctive and least
altered extant Metropolitan building and because Its construction
corresponds with the company’s rise to first place In the life
Insurance Industry, the tower excellently commemorates Metrop
olitan’s historical significance.
History
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company originated with the
formation of the National Union Life and Limb Insurance Company
In New York In I863, scarcely a decade after Ellzur Wright’s
actuarial tables provided the key to solvency In life Insurance.
Launched by businessman Simeon Draper, this firm represented the
first comprehensive attempt to provide war-risk Insurance for
United States soldiers and sailors. Unfortunately Draper had
difficulty getting funding, and the company went through a series
of reorganizations and name changes In only a few years. At
one time Gen. Daniel E. Sickles, a hero of Gettysburg, served
briefly as president. When the Civil War ended, the company
ranked last among life and casualty firms operating In New York,
and so the directors decided to separate Its life and casualty
(continued)
^Karen Orren, Corporate Power and Social Change: The Politics
of the Life Insurance Industry (Baltimore. 1974). 146.
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departments into two new concerns. National Life Insurance
Company and National Travelers* Insurance Company. By I867,
under the leadership of president James R. Dow and finance
director Joseph P. Knapp, the latter firm dropped its casualty
business and concentrated on life insurance. The following
year the directors obtained a new charter under the name
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
The firm got off to a good start. By the end of its
first year Metropolitan ranked 3^th among 56 American life
insurance companies in New York. This rise from last place
stemmed in part from sound organization and good promotion but
resulted also from a substantial increase in the number of new
firms just now receiving their charters and opening for business.
In 1869 Metropolitan entered a relatively uncontested insurance
market and grew rapidly while setting an important company
precedent for writing small-amount policies. Despite a strong
demand for them, few firms offered these policies, which had
low assessments affordable by laborers, because weekly or monthly
collection of such premiums proved too costly. Metropolitan
overcame this problem by contracting with the Hildlse Bund, a
German fraternal society with branches in New York and the
Midwest, to collect the premiums. Consequently, at the end of
its second year the company ranked 25th in number of policies
in force among 70 American firms in New York.
That same year, 1869, life insurance companies in the
United States wrote more than $600 million worth of policies,
but afterward they failed to reach this mark again until I886.
An excess of companies, the fiwlndllng number of people without
insurance, and economic depression all helped account for the
industry's decline. The slump hit Metropolitan hard, particularly
during the depression years of the mid-seventies when policy
lapses exceeded sales, but the firm remained solvent. Company
officials utilized numerous remedies to improve business. Some
of these merely mirrored the successful practices of other
firms, and although they worked for a time, they never became
prominently identified with Metropolitan. For example, in 1872
the company borrowed the tontine idea from Henry Baldwin Hyde
of the Equitable Life assurance Society but wrote such policies
only until I889.
,
(continued)
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other remedies proved Innovative and lasting. By coin
cidence the same year that the Industry decline began. Metrop
olitan acquired a new vice-president, John R. Hegeman, and he
became Instrumental In the company's management. During the
early l870’s he and Knapp, who became president In 1871, In
creased the firm's capitalization, put premium payments on a
cash-only basis, and started a monthly policyholders' magazine
called The Metropolitan, which the Insurance Chronicle described
as "typographically and artistically without a rival in
Insurance [company] publications."5 As a result of these measures
and the tontine plan, which Knapp and Hegeman also promoted, by
1873 only two American life Insurance companies were writing
more policies than Metropolitan.
During the next 2 years, however, the policy sales of all
life Insurance companies dipped sharply again, and this time
the largest firms were hit hardest. Metropolitan's new business
dropped 6l percent. At this Juncture Knapp turned once more to
small-amount policies. Heretofore Metropolitan had sold most
of this kind of life coverage to German Immigrants and their
descendents and collected through the Bund. Now, In I875,
Knapp decided to go after the English-speaking workingmen's
market through a similar organization, which he created and
named the Prudential League. It required all members to purchase
a Metropolitan life policy, and It collected the premiums monthly.
Knapp's program worked Impressively at first but then failed
to grow. Meanwhile, across the Hudson River In Newark, John F.
Dryden had formed the Prudential Friendly Society, later the
Prudential Insurance Company of America, and sold ^,800 policies
during his first year. Both Knapp and Dryden patterned their
operations after the Prudential Assurance Company of London,
but Knapp required a minimum policy of $1,000, while Dryden
offered more affordable, better selling policies for coverage
as low as $100.
Lapses and declining sales continued to plague Metropolitan
between I876 and I878, and Knapp remained convinced that the
successful tapping of the workingmen's market offered the best
prospect for reversing the firm's downward slide. He traveled
to London, studied the Prudential Assurance Company's methods
first-hand, and upon returning home, persuaded Metropolitan's
(continued)
^Quoted In The Metropolitan. II (1872-73), ^0, and cited
In James, Metropolitan Life, 50.~
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business had driven life Insurance prices up. Metropolitan
could offer its new policies for about 20 percent less than
the prevailing rate. Still, due to the Panic of 1893, the
early nineties marked another slack period for the entire
Industry, and although the company's ordinary department grew
steadily, it operated at a deficit for 9 years.
In 1896 Metropolitan brought out yet another kind of
policy. Known within the company as intermediate life, it fell
somewhere between industrial and ordinary life and was intended
for wage earners who could not purchase policies in multiples
of $1,000 but could buy $500 units. According to James, this
represented a step "important in the development of . . .
[Metropolitan] . . . as an Introducer of life Insurance to the
working masses," and in time it affected "the general trend of
life Insurance in America."7
Between the mld-l890's and mid-1910's. Metropolitan grew
rapidly. It expanded its industrial operations to the Pacific
coast, took over La Canadlenne Life Insurance Company of
Montreal, and assumed the business of at least 1^1 American
firms. By I905 it ranked fourth in size among life Insurance
companies in the United States.
Metropolitan attained this position Just as muckraking
reached its peak in the so-called progressive era. Corporations
of all kinds came under increasing Journalistic and governmental
scrunlty, and the insurance business proved no exception. In
1905 a widely publicized internal struggle for control of the
Equitable Life Assurance Society provided the final Impetus in
a decision by the New York State Legislature to investigate
current conditions in the Industry and consider more exacting
standards for corporate investment of life Insurance funds.
With William W. Armstrong as chairman and Charles Evans Hughes
as chief counsel, a special legislative committee conducted a
thorough and revealing hearing that embarrassed a number of
large firms and produced several major reforms in the industry.
Including standardization of policy forms, strict regulation of
Investment practices, and an end to toutlne Insurance. The
Armstrong Committee offered relatively little criticism of
—.
Industrial Insurance operations, and so Metropolitan received
IpSR r* r» 1 t*. *1

1 m

mnsi- nf*

q

(continued)
^Ibld. , 118.
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During the next few years Metropolitan's enhanced reput
ation, attractive and varied line of Insurance offerings, and
sound management practices all combined with the absence of
legislative interference in the Industrial field and New York's
manadatory annual ceilings on ordinary writing to make the firm,
in the words of James, "the largest life insurance company in
the world in point of business in force.
About this same
time Metropolitan Introduced still another new kind of policy,
$5,000 mlnimun whole life for exceptionally good risks. It
was, says James, "the outstanding life insurance Innovation of
the decade" and an almost overnight success.9 With Metropolitan
giving so much attention now to ordinary Insurance, the company's
chief industrial rival. Prudential, pulled slightly ahead in
that category. Nevertheless, according to institutional historian
Morton Keller, Metropolitan "was well on its way to becoming one
of the twentieth century's prime symbols of corporate vastness
and efficiency.
Since I909-IO Metropolitan has remained among the largest
and most powerful Insurance companies. It underwent mutuali
zation in 191^, continued to expand by acquiring the business
of 13 more firms between 1907 and 1918, weathered the Great
Depression, and became by the mld-19^0's the biggest private
Investor in the world.
The company has earned recognition for more than its size
and variety of policy offerings, however. In 191^1 New York
Superintendent of Insurance William T. Emmet, reporting the
result of a triennial examination of Metropolitan, described it
as "a pioneer among Insurance companies along the pathway of
social service on a huge scale.He spoke primarily of the
firm's success in lowering the cost of insurance through good
management, but his evaluation applies equally well to the social
welfare programs that Metropolitan initiated after 1910, largely
(continued)
°Ibid., 168.
9lbld., 170.
^^Keller, Life Insurance Enterprise, 37.
^^See: James, Metropolitan Life, 102.
12Quoted in j.bld. , p. 182.
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under the leadership of Flske, who became president In 1919,
and Frederick K. Ecker, who succeeded to that office In 1929.
Directly responsible for the Initiation and Implementation
of many of the programs were Drs. Lee K. Frankel, a sociologist,
and Louis I. Dublin, a mathematician and medical researcher.
Frankel created a company welfare department In 1912 and devel
oped soon afterward, with the help of Lillian Wald, the Nation's
first visiting nurse service. In several major cities It pro
vided the only medical care that poorer policyholders could
get, and elsewhere It served as a model for similar programs.
Other Frankel and Dublin projects Included publishing a series
of layman's health care booklets that were distributed by the
millions over several decades, conducting In the 1910's the
first city-wide surveys of disease In the United States, and
funding between 1917 and 1923 at least three city-wide health
campaigns and scientific studies of disease.
A particularly notable social service program grew In part
out of Metropolitan's enormous Investment In real estate.
Beginning with Parkchester In the Bronx In 1938-39, the company
developed a number of low-cost housing complexes that eventually
Included Stuyvesant Town In Manhattan, Riverton In Harlem, and
Parkmerced In San Francisco. According to management historian
Karen Orren, these construction projects represented Important
"dlvlatlons from normal Investment In response to social problems."^3
Orren points out that Metropolitan made these expenditures on
occasions when the government appeared to threaten Insurance
companies’ control over their assets, but she notes also that
this does not distract from the social value of the housing.
Keller summarizes the company's place In history when he states
that "the Metropolitan—gigantic, highly bureaucratized, yet
projecting an Image of corporate beneficence—typified the postArmstrong face of life Insurance" In America.

l^orren. Corporate Power and Social Change, 1^6.
^^Keller, Life Insurance Enterprise, 290-91.
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September 15, 1976

^,

Mr. Richard R. Shinn
President
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010

^v:
?:■

Dear Mr. Shinn:
At the request of the National Park Service we are
conducting a survey of nationally significant sites and
buildings related to commerce,'flnanae, and Industry.
A number of these sites and buildings will be nomi
nated for designation as National Historic Landmarks, and
honorary recognition that IS, the highest accorded to
privately owned historic structures in this country. Wfiese
properties and the businesses and institutions associated
v;ith them will ultimately be described in a Park Service
book on America’s economic heritage.

-X

Our survey vrould be incomplete without Metropolitan
Life, and so we hope that you can help us make sure that
it is accurately represented. I hasten to emphasize that
neither the inclusion of a Metropolitan Life property in
the survey nor its possible designation as a NHL will in
anjr way affect your present or futufce ownership and use
of the stru
We need your assistance in identifying the two or
three extant historic structures that best symbolize the
company's early development. Once these are identified,
we need for each; the correct address, a brief Indlaaction
of the present condition Including reference to any altera
tions; and the present owner's name and address in the case
of structures no longer owned by Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company. V^e will appreciate any help you can give us.
Enclosed is a NHL leaflet that contains further informa
tion about the program. We will be happy to try to answer :
any additional questions that might arise. In the meantime,
because the Park Service wants our preliminary list of slte$
near the end of September, we look forward to hearing from
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Mr. Richard R, Shinn
September 15, 1976
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you at your earliest convenience.
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Sincerely,
v/.f.:

:*•■

George R. Adams
Director
Historic Landmarks Project
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10/22/76 1:30 pm
Co. No. 212/578-2211
Frazee no. 212/578-3700
MEMO RE TELEPHONE CONVERSATION UITH METROPOLITAN LIFE LIBRARIAN

Name:

Ms. Mary Frazee. Librarian

If Needed, Asst. Librarian;

Ms. Beula (sp) Kramer

She at loss why we have not heard from the president, unless
the letter has been floating from department to department or
has been referred to their legal dept. Poss. prob. is that rumor
has it that the company is being broken into smaller units and
that part of the home office complex might bo sold.
Of the structures shown in the frontispiece of the James ^ook on
the CO., only the tower of the older portion remains. It dates
from 1909, and it contained the offices of the president and
the board room, all of which have been redone
in original
style. Pres. Ecker (installed 1929) office is restored and
in use for the archives library.
i;:-fe;:
fear..

Some of the exterior tower decoration had been removed.
The newer portion of the building was built in quarter* and
now fills the
block to the left of the tower in the picture
Actually only th e tower of the older section of the complex
remains. Could we not nominate it as the Metropolitan Tower?
It was the tallest in the world when it was constructed.
Frazee is to supply us with the name of the Director of Public
Affairs, a new officer in a new position.
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Mr. Richard R. Shinn
President
Metropolltian Life Insurance Company
1 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010
Recently we wrote you concerning a study that we are
undertaking for the National Park Service with a view toward
identifying nationally significant buildings associated with
commerce and industry and nominating them for recognition
as National Historic Landmarks. We understand that our letter
was apparantly lost in transit, and so I am enclosing a copy.
We no longer need the data requested in paragraph four
of that letter, but we would appreciate an opportunity to
visit your company's general research library and tour the
headquarters tower for the purpose of gathering information
for an architectural description of both the interior and
exterior of the building.
I will be in New York during the week of November 15-19,
and would like to meet with your representative on Friday,
November 19, at approximately 1:30 p.m. I will be prepared
to answer any questions about our project at that time, but
if there are points that you wish clarified in advance, please
do not hesitate to call me.

,^•

We will be most grateful for your assistance, and because
I will be away from my office after November 12, I look forward
to hearing from you prior to that date.
Sincerely,

George R. Adams
Director
Historic Landmarks Project
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October 26, 1976

sa-

I*4;'1^'
•T '

Mr. Scott Ehrlich
Law Department
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010

1

c

The Historic Sites Survey, the National Park Service
' division responsible for the NHL program. Is forwarding directly
to you a copy of the "NHL agreement" about which you asked.
In regard to our conversation about the legislation creating
the program, you are quite correct In concluding that NHL's are
not specifically referred to In the Historic Sites Act of 1935
and National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. Those laws
authorize a survey of nationally significant historic properties.
The NHL program Itself Is authorized by executive order to conduct
that survey.

I:'

^r, '‘:a

I look forward to seeing you on the 19th of November.
'

'

Sincerely,

•irt,
■‘"V.

George R. Adams
Director
Historic Landmarks Project
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Metrcpolitan Life

Mary S. Frazea
Librarian

One Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10010

Mr. George R. Adams, Director
Historic Landmarks Project
American Association for State & Local
History
l400 Eighth Avenue South
.Nashville, Tenn. 37203
Dear Mr. Adams
Enclosed is the material we promised to send you.
histories are being mailed separately.

The two hard cover

The only item to be considered

a loan is the special issue of The AmericEin Architect which I would like
back when your project has been completed.

All the other items are yoixrs

if you want them.

If we can be of any further assistance, please feel free to write or call
any time.
Sincerely

rr\ 35 ' S

Librarian

November 23> 197^
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OF FIFTH AVENUE AND BROADWAY
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The Metropolitan Tower
'HE Metropolitan Tower, located on the southeast
corner of Madison Avenue and Twenty-fourth
Street, and forming the northwest corner of the
^
xviiiniig Lll%^ IXL^lUlWCat »^U111CJI U1 LllC
huil.Iing-----of the
iMetropolitan
Life Insurance Company, is
f-‘>w about completed. This tower is the highest masonry
a:..l steel structure in the world. It is 700 feet 3 inches
c the curb, has a frontage of 75 feet on Madison
vauie and 85 feet on Twenty-fourth Street. The tower
' trance is on Twenty-fourth Street. Messrs. N. LeBrun
«» ><ms are the architects. The completion of this edi’.' '"•■‘'■I'S the consummation of this firm’s efforts on
Life Building, which now covers the
' ••fi hI(K-k bounded by Twenty-third Street and
«rnl\-fourth Street, Madison and Fourth Avenues.

T

•!r r* '*^*^i

^ general description of the

»ciural features of the Metropolitan Tower, its plan

ning and architectural detail, it may be pertinent to'
refer to the inception and growth of this important
office building.
In May, 1890, the first building operations of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company commenced. The
residence on the corner of Twenty-third Street and
Madison Avenue was razed, the excavation made, and
the building started. In the summer of 1893, I^is in
itial part of the building, which had a frontage of 125
feet onMadison Avenue and 143 feet on Twenty-third
Street, was completed and the owners took possession.
Additions were made in 1895 and in 1898. The pos
sibility of acquiring the entire block for the expansion
of the building, while at that time remote, was not so
impossible as to prevent the architects from evolving
a scheme that would comprehend the entire area, and

Copyright, /pop, by The Swetland Publishing Company
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METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE .CO.’S BUILDING
NEW YORK
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MESSRS. N. LE BRUN & SONS
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(Small plan at left shows dates of commencement of original building, and the successive additions)
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

while none of the final details as to height, etc., were
considered, it wa? part of the original plan to erect at
the corner where the tower now stands, provided the
ground could be obtained, a tower or campanile that
should raise its height above the rest of the building.
It would be interesting to follow in detail just how this
scheme of planning was worked out, to learn with what
difficulty such important buildings and the land they
occupied as the Venetian-like Gallery of the National
Academy of Design, and the Church of the Madison
Square -Presbyterian congregation, better known as
“Dr. PaVkhiirst’s,” were acquired and razed to make
way for this building. The tower stands on the site of
the original Dr. Parkhurst’s church—the new edifice*

having been erected directly opposite the tower on
Twenty-fourth Street.
To comprehend the successive stages from the incep
tion of the building to the completion of the tower,
the accompanying plan of the ground floor will be of
assistance. The various parts are marked distinctly
with the initial dates of their erection.
As to the architectural style of the building the il
lustrations shown explain in detail. The tower, treated
as a composite, conforms in its design to the rest of the
building, with such variation of scale in its component
parts and in its details of moulding and ornament as
would appear to be necessary in so tall a structure. The
small dome which surmounts the whole is gilded, and

.■vi

■I

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

Vol. XCVI., No. 1763

encased in a manner claimed to be un
usually thorough with reinforced concrete,
f-: vtX
composed of a one to two mixture of
Portland cement and sand carefully
packed and consolidated within wooden
“hoardings” or boxing jo as to eliminate
all air spaces or pockets between the con
crete and the metal. The interior of the
fe:.
lower tiers of columns, and the foundation
grillages were likewise filled with con
crete. The “hoardings” used were framed
^'VV- -’1 »'' ■'! -\
1 iiJh
in detachable sections ingeniously bolted
together and were removable and con
tinuously used as the erection progressed.
This concrete protection, which the San
yy
I
■
(i'-l :l
'
Francisco conflagration proved to be so
efficacious against the action of fire, acts
also as a most excellent rust preventive.
It completely encased the steel in no place
.^■..i^,,P'W&at:'.-:-.
.s,.!less than two inches, and along the soffits
of
the girths and girders the thickness was
b'^^i-liiaQSSs
increased to three inches. Wherever the
VIEW SHOWING STRUCTURAL MEMBERS ENCASED IN CONCRETE
exterior marble facing and the brick back
ing adjoined the steel work the same care
with the white marble used in construction, forms a was taken to avoid air spaces, and the steel was first
bright landmark easily distinguished at great distances. parged a full half inch with rich cement mortar and the
When viewed from the decks of incoming ships, or from masonry work was thoroughly grouted.
The marble and brick work was firmly tied and
the mountains along the Orange Valley or the Palisades
of the Hudson, either in the bright sunlight or the dif anchored throughout to the structural steel work by
fused light of a cloudy day, the effect is one that im specially formed anchors, straps, eye bars a’nd dowells.
At every story at least one course of the marble work
presses the spectator.
Three hundred and forty-six feet above the curb, at extends "through the entire thickness of the wall, and the
the twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh stories, steel frame was so designed, in connection with this
is the great clock with its well atuned chimes and the binding and anchoring, as to sustain the weight of the
deep-toned resonant bell, 7,000 pounds in weight, that marble w'ork to its extreme outer face.
The floor arching is of armored cinder concrete, filled
strikes the hours.
in
solid at the haunches, the lower flanges of the beams
Constructionally, the Metropolitan Tower is of course
and
girders being first protected by two inches of con
fireproof.- The main details of the engineering prob
lems of the steel work are set forth in Mr. Hall s article crete as before described. The finished flooring laid
■
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which appears in this issue.
The solid rock required for the sup
port of this massive structure, weighing
more than eighty-five million pounds, was
reached at depths varying from 28 to 46
feet below the curb level, many prelimin
ary borings having been made to ascer
tain the character of the substratum.
As the stability and substantial dura
bility of these composite constructions of
metal and masonry are in large measure
dependent upon the thoroughness with
which their structural steel members are
protected from the destructive action of
rust and fire, particular attention was
given to the matter of the painting and
the concrete casing of the steel work.
Any defects in or damage to the “shipping
coat” of paint were corrected on delivery
at the building and after erection, and the
finishing coats were laid on by “day’s
work” under strict and special supervision.
-- In addition to this protection all the col
umns, girths, girders and wind braces were

VIEW SHOWING FLOOR SYSTEM AND STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT

October 6, 1909
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k>lidly over these arches is of well l^a Terrazo mosaic.
This system of solid arching and flooring, and the
very thorough manner in which the concrete and mas
onry work was made to closely encase the structural
framework which was so admirably contrived in the
designing of the steel frame, having contributed, in a
measure, to the stiflfness of this lofty tower under ex
treme wind pressure. On the fiftieth story (660 feet
above sidewalk) during the highest winds thus far ex
perienced there was no perceptible sway or vibration.
The ceilings throughout were hung to permit the
running
juiiijiiig of electric
cicLtrit, conduits
cunauus below
ueiow the
tne beam
Deam protection.
protection,
and throughout the building the precaution was taken in
all cases trv
all
to run
run oil
all nir\«>c
pipes and conduits outside the '___
con
crete and masonry casing of the steel work, thus elimi
nating one source of danger in prolonged conflagrations.
The very complete illustration of details which we are
enabled, through the courtesy of the architects, to present
to our readers, show more clearly and technically the
salient features of the plan and methods of construction
and fireproofing than any amount of descriptive text.
Suppressing the tendency that is ever present when
referring to any achievement which marks a record in
a field of endeavor, we cannot refrain from a word of
congratulation to the architects, whose constant super
visory care, together with the various departments un
der their direction, have completed a structure which
will stand, we feel sure, for some time at least, as one
of the most successful buildings of this period.

e^^(

the architect must be Tree from fraud. If he fails,"
therefore, to exercise his honest judgment, or makes
such gross mistakes as necessarily imply bad faith, his
decision, report, certificate and opinion are not bindingupon the parties. But an honest mistake on the part
of the architect will not have this effect, and where, as
in this case, the contract stipulates for liquidated dam-,
ages for delay in completing the work, the penalty will
be enforced though the delay is caused, by the honest
mistake of the architect in directing something.to be
done although the act directed was unnecessary.
The ^ucbiiuii
question whether
delay in
in completing
completing tne
the conconwiiciner cieiay
was or was not caused by fraud or bad faith on the
nart
aItI fn
part nf
of thp
the arrhitprf
architect ^xroc
was K
held
to K
bea one for +Vi«
the jury.—
Boston Store v. Schleuter (Supreme Court of Arkan
sas), 114 South Western Reporter, 242.
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A RECENT LEGAL DECISION
Effect

Architects’ Certificate—Honest MisTAKE

A building contract provided that “the architects’
and superintendents’ opinion, certificate, report and de
cision on all matters to be binding and conclusive on
the party of the second part.” The words “on all mat
ters, it was held, referred to all the matters about
which the architect under the contract was authorized
to make a certificate, and in the absence of a provision
in the contract making the architect the arbiter of all
matters of difference between the parties on final set
tlement after the completion of the work the architect
had no power to certify as to what was due from the
owner to the contractor according to his opinion and
statement of the account between them.
On the other hand, as to all matters coming within
the purview of the architect’s powers and duties, as
specified in the various provisions of the contract his
opinion, certificate, report and decision” are as binding
upon the owner as upon the contractor, notwithstanding
that the contract expressly specifies that they are “bindmg and conclusive on the party of the second part (the
contractor).” The owner cannot escape the binding
orce and effect of the decision of one whom he ex
pressly appointed and authorized to make decisions for
certificate, report, opinion and decision
th I ^ architect are made conclusive by the contract,
' law writes into this provision that the conduct of
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ESCRIPTIOI^ THE STRUCTURAL STEEL the usl^^ 12 inch floor beams and girder of greater
FRAMEWORK FOR THE TOWER OF THE depth. The wall columns, being spaced to suit the fene
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE stration, divide each of the four enclosing walls into
three panels. The weight of the tower is thus dis
BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY

D

Any adequate conception of this great tower presents
to the mind three dominant characteristics, namely:
strength, beauty and utility; one satisfying the require
ment of safety, another appealing to the aesthetic na
ture of man, and the last justifying an expenditure of
money and labor requisite to give the idea form and
substance, projecting the thing conceived from an ideal
into a material realm.
With the first named characteristic, only, is the struc
tural engineer concerned, and it is obvious that the en
gineering features involved in the structural steel frame
work of the composite construction of such a monument
must be designed in strictest subordination to and in
conformity with the architectural requirements of its
design and plan.
The writer, therefore, leaving to others the considera
tion of the artistic attributes of the tower will confine
his attention strictly to the description of that hidden
steel skeleton or framework which, now concealed from

tributed over twenty columns, of which the twelve wall
columns bear 75 per cent, of the total load.
The largest column, carrying a load of 7,500,000
pounds, rests upon a cast steel base 3 feet high and 7
feet square, supported by steel grillage composed of
four courses of 24-inch I-beams. In this manner the
load is spread over the rock at a unit pressure of 50,000
pounds per square foot.
The column arrangement is well suited to the struc
tural requirements. The heavy loads upon the exterior
columns are conducive to great stability; and the huge
columns necessary to carry these loads form part of a
very rigid system of wind bracing. The shapes of the
column sections used in the walls were dictated by the
wind bracing requirements. The bracing is of a familiar
type, consisting of riveted plate girders with channel
knee braces at corner columns where the wide piers per
mit, and gussets in the narrower piers at intermediate
columns (Fig. 3).
In the lower stories where the wind stresses are great-
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FIG. I

sight within that charming architectural envelope of
marble, brick and concrete masonry, has yet the all im
portant function of giving support and adequate
strength to this tallest of human habitations.
How to resist the forces of wind and gravity con
stitutes the specific engineering problem in every tall
building. That problem on a large scale has been solved
in this structure by methods most of which had be
come already familiar. The adequacy of the usual
forms of skeleton construction- and the absence of ex
perimental methods in such a structure are reassuring.
The forces here encountered, however, are of such mag
nitude as to require members of unusual proportions,
the design of which demanded careful analysis and
much attention to details.
Practically speaking, the tower may be regarded as
a many storied office building. It is a rectangle 75 x 85
feet in plan, the arrangement of which is best subserved
by a spacing of interior columns wide enough to require
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FIG. 2

est, a twin system of bracing is used—one girder with
its braces on the outside of column center line, and one
on the inside—the corner columns being of special de
sign to afford easy connection for the double system
(Figs. 4 and 5). At the twelfth floor and above, the
inner girder and bracing give place to a simple I-beam
carrying the floor, while the outer bracing system con
tinues to the top of the columns, the sections and con
nections being gradually reduced in harmony with the
reduced wind stresses.
The exterior columns are respaced-at the twenty-ninth
floor and terminated at the thirty-first floor, excepting
the corner columns, which end at the thirty-fifth floor.
From the thirty-first to the thirty-fifth floors the large
tower is telescoped by a smaller one of similar shape and
similarly braced which runs straight up to the thirtyninth floor. Here the vertical walls are capped with a
marble cornice from which rises a sloping marble roof
in form of a truncated pyramidal spire to the soffit of
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lookout balconies at the forty-fifth
The eight in
terior columns maintain their vertical alignment from
the foundations to their intersection with the rafters of
the spire-shaped roof just described.

ARCHITECT

of wall or pier, so that^Pe steel is well protected from
the action of the elements.
The shaft of tower having an entasis of i foot 6 inches
in its short axis and 2 feet in its long axis, the outside
faces of walls gradually approach the column centers
as they rise. The extreme positions are shown in Figs.

Above the forty-fifth floor a braced frame for the
observation turret, and the lantern framing complete
the steel construction, at an elevation of 700 feet above
the sidewalk, or 40 feet above the bottom of lowest
grillage foundation.
The marble ashlar facing of the tower bears upon
• the flanges of the wind bracing girders, which afford a
very firm and satisfactory support. The slightly pro
jecting. corner piers are carried on shelf angles, which
are riveted to the columns and to stiffeners on the gird
ers (Fig. 6). Generally the extreme outer edge of sup
porting steel is kept 4 inches back from the outer face

FIG. 5

FIG. 4

I and 2, both axes of the columns being vertical. The
gradual reduction in size of successive sections in the
ascending column keeps the metal a safe distance within
the enclosing walls.
There are certain exterior features requiring special
means of support. The projecting architectural orders
in the first three stories are carried at the sidewalk level
upon a platform of beams framed on top of auxiliary
columns which stand on the outer portion of main col-
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umn foundations. 'i^^rojecting balconies at eleventh
floor level in line wit^^rnice
it^orr
of main building are sup
ported by riveted cantilevers, so arranged that the mar
ble slabs forming the floors rest on the bottom flanges
of cantilevers. The ornamented marble torus surround-
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couplei^fcth a girder which carries the foot of rafters,
se^^e 8-inch I-beam rafters of the spire is built a
BetweeiTOie
brick wall into which the marble ashlar is bonded and
anchored. The balcony supports at forty-fifth floor are
similar in principle to those at thirtieth floor.
The forty-sixth story marble columns of the octagonal
lantern are bored for a star-shaped steel core which is
attached to the steel frame above and below for addi
tional strength and to guard against possible displace
ment by shock or other causes; and a light frame is
carried up inside of the lantern roof to furnish support
and anchorage for the concrete cover.
In every part of the steel structure it has been the
aim to provide, not only the required strength, but also
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FIG. 6

ing the clock dial in twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth and
twenty-seventh stories is a thorough arch ring anchored
to the penetrating steel columns and girders.
The marble corbels in twenty-ninth story, extending
entirely through the wall, are built in between vertical
channels to which they are anchored, and the floor of
the balcony is carried by concealed cantilever beams,
one over each corbel.
; The three-story marble columns and surmounting
arches, which form a screen in front of the logia above
thirty-first floor, are carried at that floor but are other
wise self-supporting.
• The wall above these arches is carried on a girder
spanning the entire front at the thirty-fourth floor.
This girder is latticed to a similar one at the thirty-fifth
floor, forming an imperfect truss, that is, a truss whose
webs do not intersect at the center line of chords. The
top chord of truss supports the cantilever brackets carry
ing the main cornice of the tower.
The cornice at thirty-ninth floor under the eaves of
the spire roof is balanced boldly upon a steel beam

FOOTINGS FOR TOWER COLUMNS

VIEW OF WIND BRACING TAKEN MARCH, I908

an unusual degree of stiffness. Provision is made in
the steel bracing against a wind pressure of 30 pounds
per square foot over the entire area of the tower. The
strength of this tower as a whole, as well as in its parts,
lies, without question, in its steel frame, and its stiffness
or rigidity is provided here also in a far larger measure
than in any ordinary building.
There are in addition powerful elements of strength
and more especially of stiffness in the floors and ma
sonry walls. The mason work was designed by the ar
chitects with great care and equally well constructed
under their supervision. The marble is bonded with the
brick backing, and thoroughly anchored to the steel work
by steel anchors. It is worthy of note that the marble
is practically all supported, on top of the steel, the ex-
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■pedient'of suspending the stone ha ng been avoided
wherever possible.
The floor framing is adapted to either concrete or tile
arches of ordinary spans. The floor system used con
sists of segmental cinder concrete arches on wire mesh
supported by light arching metal ribs which spring from
the bottom flanges of beams. At every fourth floor, flat
bars placed diagonally across the floors were bolted to
the top of beams to square up the steel frame during
erection. These were removed after concreting as it
was feared their presence might cause cracks in the fin
ished Terrazza mosaic floor surfaces. Concrete is the
fireproofing material used throughout the structure, and
completely envelops all structural members.
I have now given a general description of the steel
work, which, together with the accompanying illustra
tions, will present a clear notion of the construction.
Anything further that might be added would necessarily
relate to detailed calculations and details of connections
which are deemed to be beyond the scope of the present
article.
The steel work and foundations were designed for
Messrs. N. LeBrun & Sons, the architects of the build
ing, by Purdy & Henderson (Inc.), Civil Engineers,
New York. The writer was the engineer in charge.
John L. Hall.
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honest,” and desired t^^etain as long as possible the
good will of the owner, a wealthy land owner, and was
already out of pocket a goodly sum, with more in view,
although he had done his best to handle the work in a
satisfactory manner. He now found that in his zeal to
help the architect and satisfy the owner, in his estimate,
he had let his zeal run away with his judgment to his
financial loss and the prospective loss of the good will of
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ENERAL NOTES ON SPECIFICATIONS
AND CONTRACTS

1. BY WM. BROKAW BAMFORD. A.M. Am. Soc. C.E.

PART IV.
It would, of course, be infinitely better to definitely
specify what is required and avoid wherever possible
the use of the words “best” or “best quality.” They
are at times very troublesome for their size and inoffen
sive appearance.
A case in point might be cited where it was used
in specifications for a medium, if not cheap, class of
work, which stated that “all hardware shall be of the
best obtainable quality and similar to Smith & Co.’s (a
local concern), to whose catalogue the following num
bers refer, etc.” The owner had decided to spend a
limited amount of money, but wanted to commit the not
unusual folly of building a $20,000 house for “not to
exceed $5000.” The architect tried to satisfy his client
in quantity if not in quality. The result developed conM<lcrable friction between all parties during construcfion, and by the time the hardware was reached the
owner had become thoroughly convinced that he was a
nnich abused man. The samples of hardware submitted
''i<l not suit him, and he had seen some manufactured by
a noted hardware concern that he liked and would
actually cost over $200 more than that specified, but as
be was a lawyer he insisted that the “best obtainable
quality” covered the case and he would have no other.
AtLiirs had reached the state of court proceedings when
•be author, who happened to be a friend of the owner,
" consulted about the technical details of the case prer-aratory to trial. A short examination was sufficient
•^*> sec that both the architect and the contractor had
'■^c more than their duty under an equitable interpreta’on of the contract. The contractor was “poor but
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the owner. The architect had badly erred in preparing
a set of drawings, showing quantity but not quality,
which convinced the owner he was going to get a great
deal for a little money and was unaware that the speci
fications had sacrificed quality to quantity. The speci
fications were very general and the owner claimed he
noticed that the “best quality” was freely mentioned
and did not know that it contemplated work which
should not have been designated by such a broad term.
The author,, by good luck and a personal reputation for
fairness with the owner, succeeded in straightening out
the snarl and the work was finally completed with reaso.
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tect had placed him in a position where he was making

was in the right, and had not carefully explained to him
about the quality of the work contemplated.
The foregoing illustration would also apply to other
words or expressions used mechanically without weigh
ing their full significance and which might be as likely
to cause serious trouble if exception was taken to them.
The following illustrations might be noted: “Concrete
shall not be dropped from a height,” “all stones must
be as nearly cubical as pKDSsible and of uniform size,
“the timber to be free from all knots.” These expres
sions are all misleading and exaggerated and demand
what is almost impossible to obtain. Why not specify
only what is required and can be reasonably obtained
and then insist that it be furnished?
Brevity—It is astonishing how much a specification
can be condensed by simply rewriting, omitting unneces
sary words and duplicate expressions. In a well known
published building specification the author condenses it
by nearly one-third its original size by these means and
reduced it nearly one-half by a rearrangement and elimi
nation of superfluous or irrelevant matters.
The imperative tense is suggested for specifications
for the sake of brevity, and sentences written so that
the important part is placed near the beginning to gain
emphasis, with the details following. The consistent use
of the imperative tense is a great help in writing short,
terse sentences, and does not necessarily imply arrogance
on the architect’s part, as the specification is an explana
tion of the work the contractor agrees to do.
Brevity, like accuracy, is the result of repeated ef
forts. Brevity, while not kin to clearness, will be found
to greatly help the latter if the two work hand in hand.
A specification is read for facts, which should be
briefly stated, and not obscured by descriptive form of
expression. This will more readily insure their being
seen and comprehended and therefore observed.
A good plan is to begin with general statements cov
ering all work under that particular division. Thus,
under carpenter’s work, there are the general conditions
and general work covering all carpenter’s work, then
the general statements under articles like interior wood
work or painting and finishing, then general statements
under the section like trim or' hardwood finish. This
obviates the necessity of repeating tliese various re
quirements throughout the specification under the dif
ferent articles, etc.
The drawings and specifications should be interde
pendent and not describe in the latter what is clearly
shown on the former, and the specifications should refer
to the draw ings by “as shown on drawings,” or “as per
detail,” where they do not completely describe the work.
This will eliminate needless repetition and long descrip
tions of work clearly shown on drawings and prevent
errors in not having the two strictly in accord in mat
ters of detail. Such conflict often leads to serious
trouble, especially if both are perfectly clear and the
wrong one is followed.
Arrangement—In its final and most complete form
this might be called a refinement—desirable hut not
essential. In the primary arrangement it is, however.
the size of the specification.
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grouped under broadei^^ids and awarded to one con
As the ultimate object of a contSW is to obtain a
definite finished product of a certain kind, for a par tractor, as the particular case in hand may require, but
ticular cost and in a given time, and the object of a it is very difficult for a general contractor to properly
specification is to give the contractor a part of the in sub-divide a specification where the items of work of
formation necessary for him to satisfy the contract, it the various trades are not grouped.
In a specification all carpenter work need not be under
would seem that the arrangement used should be one
carpenter’s
work; such as forms under reinforced con
giving the most practical help to the contractor to accom
crete work, or centers under mason’s work, or enclos
plish these objects and so satisfy the owner.
Modern conditions have developed among both con ing building, fences (temporary), floors (temporary),
tractors and workmen a series of independent trades sidewalks, etc. (temporary), under general work. Nor
who confine themselves to a special branch of construc need all the work of a particular kind, like iron, elec
tion work and the author’s experience has demonstrated trical, plumbing, etc., be found under the division for
the advisability of having the specification conform to the contractors for such kind of work. Thus the dis
these trade conditions as far as possible to secure the tinction is drawn that the work under a heading is not
best results. A specification is simply a means to an all the carpenter work, but all the work to be done by
end—the completed building—and any purely theoretical the carpenter, a most important distinction. In the
consideration should give way where practise and ex actual writing of the specification this difference will not
be as great as it may appear, as most carpenter work
perience has found them faulty.
These contractors are all independent and are rarely will naturally fall under the carpenter’s work, etc. It
the same on any two buildings. It is a difficult task to will be found that there is certain work which it would
bring these various interests together so that the build be better to have installed under the direction of one
ing can be erected with the least amount of friction. contractor than of others, this decision is largely a mat
The independent trades will remain the same and ac ter of experience and no hard and fast rule can be laid
tually do the work, whether they contract direct with down. To illustrate, the author has found it expedient
the owner or become sub-contractors, sub-sub-contrac to put the complete installation of the house pump for
tors, sub-sub-sub-contractors to a general contractor for water or drainage under the plumber’s work, and if
it is an electrical pump, to have the contractor installing
the entire work.
Each sub-contractor in taking off his quantities is the pump do all electric work and make the connection
solely interested in his own branch of the work, and if to it of the feed wires. This method concentrates the
his requirements were scattered through the specifica responsibility as much as possible and obviates the ques
tion in such a way as to make it impossible for him tion of who was at fault for defects should the plumb
to tell accurately what is required, his bid should be pro ing system not operate properly.
It is immaterial whether the electrical contractor on
portionately higher, and if, when the work is being done,
the
work actually is employed by the plumber to wire the
it is found that he has overlooked some items which
pump.
The point is to try and concentrate responsi
he should have included, there is apt to be some un
pleasantness or an allowance for extras. The time al bility among the trade* for the completed finished
lotted to contractors in which to submit proposals on product. The claim will be made that this is a part
large work is usually none too long to obtain carefully of a general contractor’s work; in one sense it is—but
prepared estimates for each sub-division of the work. to practically work it out is not so easy. The present
The architect usually feels that by awarding the work method of general contracting has been severely criti
to a general contractor he has done his full duty, as a cised by architects, the American Institute of Archi
general contractor must see that his various sub-con tects being almost convinced that general contractors
tractors properly estimate the work or become respon should be eliminated. If they are eliminated or retained
sible for everything they may omit, and these various the principle advocated, of dividing the specification into
sub-contractors, as such are not recognized by the archi trade divisions, is essential to putting the business of
tect. While it is legally true that the general contrac building contracting on a better basis for practical re
tor may be responsible for all work, it is in practise sults, unless there is a contingent fund large enough to
unwise for architects to attempt to ignore trade condi protect contractors from omissions or mistakes in speci
tions. While they need not legally recognize sub-con fications.
The arrangement for dividing a specification should
tractors, they should recognize the trade conditions and
endeavor to make it as simple for the sub-contractor to be to put the generally recognized main trades under soproperly estimate the work as possible, for by so doing called chapters; these can be divided into so-called
they are also benefitting themselves and the owner. The articles, usually covering the complete work of a trade.
specification should be divided into the most usual trade The grouping of the articles into chapters should follow
units as far as possible, but these divisions must be the grouping of trades desirable to best facilitate exe
modified to some extent by conditions of the particular cuting th<’ work. The sequence of the articles would be
more or less arbitrary, but should follow in general the
piece of work.
Whether or not we eliminate the general contractor, or order in which the work will be performed. There are
some of the main sub-contractors, and try and deal di numerous articles which are more or less independent
rectly with the “man who does the work,” the principle and their assignment to chapters, and sequence in the
here advocated holds true, namely, to try to arrange the chapters is often a matter of personal experience.
While articles would generally remain the same for
specifications so that the work to be done by each trade
is'grouped together. These trade groups can be readily buildings of the same general class, they would change
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for the different
For illustration, roofs and
sheet metal work might be under mason’s work in a
fireproof building, but be under carpenter’s work in a
frame building. For small specifications most of the
work can be grouped under general heading of articles
and the order of the sections, clauses and paragraphs
become of less importance.
After the separation by trades the object of arrange
ment should be to divide the work into so-called sections,
completely describing the work governed by the sectional
heading. The sections can be further divided, where
desired, into clauses. The heading for sections and
clauses should be selected with extreme care and be as
comprehensive as possible, and only matter placed under
them which it would be reasonable to expect to find
there, form its title, and they should exclusively de
termine the amount of work which they cover with any
necessary cross reference. This may not be legally
necessary, but practice has amply demonstrated its great
benefit. The justice of this wili be most strongly felt by
anyone who will read a specification not prepared by
himself and try and decide what is required or intended.
The architect will find that the careful selection of
titles and placing of matter under them is one of the
primary and most successful features toward the writing
of an intelligent specification.
Poorly arranged specifications are as harmful to the
contractor as poorly arranged building laws, building
department rulings, etc., are to the architect. Legally,
“ignorance of the law excuses no one,” but those who
try to conform to such laws are rudely shocked when
some unexpected “joker” is discovered in an out of the
way place or requirements are found where least ex
pected. It is not intended that the various divisions
should be considered any more a legal part of the speci
fications than the present marginal notes or headings.
Of course, whatever is stated anywhere in the specifica
tion is binding on a general contractor just as the build
ing laws, etc., are binding on the architect, but the
trouble will come when the independent trade contrac
tor, who must do the work, finds he did not include such
work in his estimate and demands extra compensation.
The general contractor did not include the work except
under his contingent item, because it was the work of a
special trade and the trade contractor did not include
it, because it was not evident when making his estimate.
The work must be done; who pays the bill? Is it to be
vvondered at that if the contingent item of the general
contractor is small and demands for extras like the
above are numerous, that the work does not progress
smoothly.
The majority of the sections and clauses are not di
rectly related to those adjoining them, for that reason
placing them in alphabetical order under each article
facilitates locating them, especially in long specifications,
and establishes a desirable uniformity. To accentuate
the difference between sections and clauses the head
ings of the former can be placed beyond the reading
matter while the headings of the latter can be kept
within the reading matter.
A marginal note in fine type to divide the clauses
still further into paragraphs could be added. These
notes are additional helps if they are reference notes
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only an(^^t used as headings to divide the work, as is
often do^^ in such a case uncertainty and confusion is
----- —-----^
very likely to result,
and their usefulness
becomes very
doubtful in practise though apparently desirable in
theory. Where the specification is long and the head
lines embrace a lot of matter that might not be easilyfound, the marginal notes are a great help but for the
majority of work the clauses can be made sufficiently
numerous to fulfill all purposes of marginal notes.
There are numerous clauses of a general nature which
refer to broad divisions of the work; such clauses should
preferably be grouped together and can generally be
arranged to proceed all work to which they refer. Thus
we have the general conditions which govern all
work under the contract, clauses which govern all car
penter’s work, clauses which govern all exterior
woodwork, all interior woodwork, all painting, etc., etc.
For special classes of work, the arrangement might;
be modified with advantage; for instance, where the
w'ork involved a great variety of changes in the interior
finish of the different rooms. In such a case general
clauses might be written describing the construction on
the lines proposed above, and then grouping together a
set of clauses with headings for each particular room
and describing in detail the material and finish to be
used for the several parts.
Solely from the architects’ and owners’ point of view
it might be an advantage to specify all matter necessary
to complete a piece of work under one heading instead
of following the method of dividing the work by trades.
This would permit determining at a glance what the fin
ished work would be like. Thus under doors would be
(a) construction and materials, (b) the finish, (c) the
hardware, (d) the glazing, (e) the saddles, (f) the
jambs whether of wood or iron, etc., but such a method
if analyzed will be found to be of only limited applica
tion and falls far short of the ideal under present con
ditions.
Such an arrangement makes it difficult for the me
chanics of a particular trade to tell from a specification
what work they are to do, as their requirements would
be scattered throughout the specification. Then there
are the general conditions applicable to all work of a
trade which cannot be made as clear and comprehensive
if the work is scattered rather than brought together in
one place. It certainly aids the proper execution of
the work if the specification is made as easy for ready
reference as possible, so that the mechanics on the job
can find their work specified in a manner intelligent to
them. Otherwise they may say, “Oh, help,” and use the
specification as little as possible to the detriment of the
work and the generating of friction among the men
most responsible for the character of the finished prod
uct. This is a very practical and important considera
tion in these days of rapid work and close competition.
Numbering the various sections and clauses of aspecification is a great help in referring to particular'
parts of the work. The decimal system is an excellent
one for a model specification, because it provides an
easy means for expansion and making changes, blit a
straight numerical arrangement would probably be used
for a working specification.
If many provisional amounts are inserted in a sped-
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( atioii, it would be an advantage ®^roup them for quired for a proper w<^Big tool and neither type alone
each chapter at the beginning and then if desired refer can be made as satisfactorily useful.
The cards should be used to contain requirements not
I * them under the particular clause.
often needed by the individual user, also alternate sec
tions, etc., for different methods, etc., and should be
Miscellaneous Information and the Use
always numbered and referred to in the forms to act as
OF Forms
a check and reminder. When requirements contained
A good index is a most desirable addition to a speci- on cards are desired the card can be inserted in the
ticiition especially if no particular attention is paid to the forms in the proper place and fastened to the binders.
arrangement of sections and clauses. If, however, they Articles like reinforced concrete or drinking water sys
ran be readily located without an index its omission will tem which might be seldom used by some could be re
ijvc that much additional matter and labor.
moved and filed separately and the forms kept on a
At times it is not very easy to locate a piece of work personal working basis.
l,v a short description in the specification; in such cases
The clauses as written in the loose-leaf form would
mimbers might be placed in circles where desired on cover the more usual conditions of the general types of
the drawings, for easy reference in the specification.
buildings with parts subject to change so written that
If the work for the various trades is awarded to sepa they will be noted and alterations be inserted should
rate contractors and not as a unit to a general contractor,
great care should be exercised to see that all essential they be required.
There are special requirements applicable only to spe
general requirements are contained in the separate con cial types of buildings, and as only a few of them would
tracts and that all the work is included under some con be used by any one practitioner they should not be placed
tract and none omitted. It should be remembered that in the loose-leaf form. As occasion requires any of
while under a general contract the broad clauses con
these special types could be developed on the proper
templating a complete structure “according to the true series of cards and noted in their proper place in the
intent and meaning of the drawings and specifications”
might be evoked to cover the completion of the work not forms.
The forms could be used in the writing of contracts
distinctly specified, such clauses may not be applicable
and specifications in either of three ways:
under the separate contract arrangement, as each con
I. Make changes or modifications in ink directly on
tractor there,undertakes to perform certain work accord
the forms. Add lengthy new matter by writing on strips
ing to drawings and specifications and not to erect a
of paper and binding in forms in proper place. When
completed structure.
The author cannot too strongly warn architects completed give forms to stenographer, who writes the
against using any set of forms without carefully reading specification with modifications noted. After the specifi
and modifying them to suit the particular conditions of cation has been completed and finally approved, the
their buildings, and any indiscriminate use of the forms forms are filed with the notes, etc., of the building and
is to be discouraged. The adoption of a single clause becomes a matter of permanent record.
This is by far the best method, as notes, changes or
without the careful consideration of the particular case
directions
given by the owner can be made at once on
in hand would probably result in loosely adopted and
the
forms
and dated so that they will not be lost or for.
carelessly prepared contracts. No two buildings are ex
gotten
when
the specification is written. They thus
actly alike, and while general methods may be the same,
the details are most certain to vary. No forms can be serve to check responsibility for matters in the finished
used automatically and special features may only require specification should any question arise as to.who de
changing a few words, but those words may completely cided that such a finish, etc., was to be used.
2. Make changes with a soft pencil and use as in No.
modify other parts and alter the construction desired.
I.
After the specification has been completed and finally
The architect should make a study of the sources of
local materials, their suitability for the work, and their approved, clean the forms with a soft rubber and they,
unit cost delivered and erected, so that specifications are then ready for further use.
3. Using the forms as guides and models and dictat
may be drawn that can be followed without requiring the
ing
the specifications directly to a stenographer. This
use of materials or methods for doing work that are
method is veiy' rapid and convenient for small buildings,
wastefully extravagant.
Extensive experimenting by the author has demon but is not to be recommended for large work.
After the specification has been written it should be
strated that an ideal set of workable forms would be a
carefully
checked up with the drawings and with the
combination of the loose-leaf file and card index. The
forms
to
see
that nothing has been omitted or improp
work of no two practitioners is alike in the class of
erly
written.
buildings handled and the forms must be carefully modi
The use of forms as a guide in writing specifications
fied to suit each individual or the local conditions. To
is
far superior to using old specifications; first, be
write into the form every contingency that might be
cause
no two specifications are alike, and therefore re
likely to ever occur in any practice or to incorporate
quirements
desired for new work, may be scattered
alternate methods or conditions would make them too
through
an
endless
and confusing number of old speci
bulky and cumbersome for practical use and would de
fications,
and
it
may
become a difficult matter to tell,
tract from its clearness. But by combining the two
which
requirement
previously
used-are really the best.
systems the specification and cards can be enlarged,
Second,
using
old
specifications
has a tendency to cause,
reduced or modified as desired with the least possible
the
reading
of
requirements
mechanically
under the imdifficulty. The cards and loose-leaf form are both re
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pression that as tl^^vere once prepared by the archibl^Wnilar conditions, they are applicatect for presumablj
ble for the new work. Such use often leads to absurd
and unintentional errors which the author admits to hav
ing- made by following such a method, and when traced
to the old specification it was found that the two cases
were not similar, or that more recent experience had
shown the old requirements to be unsatisfactory and
that he had been unnecessarily overtaxing his memory to
make the proper corrections before again using the old
requirements.
It is assumed that each practitioner would keep his
forms correct and up to date from his own experience,
by noting ideas for future work as they occur to him
and not trusting to remember them when wanted in a
hurry, possibly several years later. He will then al
ways have a convenient and reliable guide to follow and
will be relieved of much unnecessary mental anxiety in
the actual preparation of his specifications.
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"IHE ANCIENT

NORMAN

FOUNDATIONS

OF WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL*
By ARTHUR G. BEIN

To an architect familiar only with elaborate systems
of concrete piling and steel caissons it was a rare oppor
tunity to get down under Winchester Cathedral recently
when the ancient Norman foundations were being re
paired. Several of the piers of the nave had been gradu
ally settling toward the north aisle—the distant one in
the illustration shows it plainly—-and an engineer had
been called in to discover the. cause. It was after the
sunken pier had been supported by an oak grillage and
the pavement in the immediate vicinity removed that the
opportunity came for examining the foundations laid
for Bishop Walkelyn’s church in 1079.
These might still be doing their work satisfactorily
after nearly a thousand years had not the original Nor
man piers they supported been later burdened by the
extra weight of the triforium gallery and at the same
time encased and disfigured by Gothic columns of the
poorest period. It was just such continual additions as
these, by the way, that have caused Winchester to be
known as a whole “School of English Architecture” in
itself.
The ground on which the cathedral is built is wet and
boggy and has always been a source of trouble to its
builders both ancient and modern. It was undoubtedly
this condition which caused the collapse of Bishop
Walkelyn’s newly completed tower over the crossing
of the nave and transepts in 1107; although the pious
said it was due to the “cankering wickedness” of the
Red King’s bones buried beneath it.
The excavation showed that the bottom of the foot
ings extended thirty-one feet below the pavement of the
nave and were immersed in six to eight feet of water,
which is not surprising considering the nature of the
ground. At the bottom of the excavation and extend
ing considerably beyond the dimensions of the pier was
a layer of peat bog three feet thick which rested directly
“See Americas Architect, No. 16S9, issue May 6, 1908, for detailed
description of method employed in restoring these foundations.
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on ^^Bptum of clay. Laid tight together on the be
was
jRx-inch thickness of beech timbering, which :
IS t^Sx................
its turn supported an oak grillage. The grillage coi
sisted of two twelve-inch layers of oak timbers, the fir
layer running in opposite direction to the beech unde
neath and the second at right angles to the first. C
this as a foundation the Norman builders commena
the great stone superstructure, the first several coura
of which were huge slabs that spread the weight over tl
entire grillage below and insured a perfectly unifon
vertical compression. Above these huge slabs the stor
work was carried in the ordinary way to the level of tl
pavement, where the original Norman piers were embe
lished with simple Norman base mouldings. Thus the
remained until the beginning of the fifteenth centur
when William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester, si
about the remarkable conversion of the Norman naii
into the perpendicular.
What had happened to the various materials of th
foundation during all these centuries was interesting t
note. The peat had petrified into a great monolitli
mass, so dense as to offer considerable resistance to ti
pick; in fact it had become such an ideal foundation sul
.“tance that it seemed a pity to discard it in favor of ti
deeper concrete; but as the new footings were to be caa
ried below it, its removal was unavoidable. The beecl

wood had remained perfectly intact and seemed sti!
willing to do its share of the work. But the oak in som.
places had completely rotted away, allowing the stom
work to crack and become dislodged, and this was tb
cause of the settling noticed in the piers. The enginee
in charge of the repairs would not discuss the failure o
the oak to withstand the compression, but it was prob
ably because it had lain partly under and partly out o
water.
To form the new foundation, concrete in bags was
. lowered into the excavation, where it speedily was swal
lowed up by the greedy water. The oak grillage (oni
can hardly call it the older, method since concrete foun
dations were used by the Romans) would have been im
possible of repetition owing to the cramped space openec
up for the workmen, and into which it would have beer
impossible to lower and turn the big timbers. Naturall}
the concrete was carried only to a few feet above the
water level, and from there up stone was used. Whethei
this combination of stone and concrete will last as long
as did its oak and beechwood predecessor must be lefc
for future ages to decide.
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statements calling attention to this or that
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fireproof” structure, a tour of inspection through a
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most prominent and apparently expensive
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larger cities would prove a disappointing revelation.
William h. Crocker, Associate Editor.
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and Supplied With a dOOF Of especially Well-SeaSOnCd
wood that has not been rendered any more fireproof by
the application of paint and Vamish.

The willdoWS fur-

XT
T
^
base, wainscot, cornices and ceiling beams of many rooms furnish enough
CONTENTS
material to feed a conflagration for hours. The floors,
! as constructed in some of the buildings referred to, conThe Metropolitan Tower............................................... 125 tain an inexcusable amount of lumber. They consist of
A Recent Legal Decision....................
129 vvood sleepers, a rough floor and a finished floor aggreGeneral Notes on Specifications and Contracts........... 133 gating with the sleepers more than two inches thickness
Ancient Norman Foundations of Winchester Cathedral 138 of wood over the entire floor area. Altogether, does it
EDnoRrL^MMENT*^.”^^.^')!"^!'’!!!!!!.'!'. Ifg ^ccm remarkable that fires appear to be capable of doing
The Metropolitan Tower.—The decreasing use'of inconsiderable injury to so-called fireproof structures?
flammable materials of construction. The ineffiWhen, for example, wood ceiling beams are supported
dejicy of the average Council in framing a building
forming and brackets, supplying altogether
llliisirations and Frontispiece: The Metropolitan Tower.
thousands of feet of lumber, we have not done as much
---- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- as we can toward rendering our large buildings fireproof.
' k ’HE Metropolitan Tower, intended, as we under- The advance in the manufacture and use of metal and
A stand, to represent at once the culminating and other incombustible trim and finish would seem to renfinal effort of a successful career in the practice of der unnecessary the misuse of wood in connection with
architecture, apparently also represents, in many re- alleged fireproof'buildings as indicated above. The oft
spects, the culmination of skyscraper construction. The reiterated excuse based on considerations of cost and
highest structure of a commercial character yet erected, expediency appears insufficient,
it can, in addition, lav claim to exceptional methods and
--------------materials of construction that promise unusual effi- DERHAPS the perspicacity and inherent wisdom of
ciency. Probably in no building that has been planned
the ordinary city council member is brought more
with the primary object of producing revenue has cost strongly in evidence by the consideration of a building
been a smaller factor. Stability and permanence were code than any other duty devolving upon him. Or posIhe governing—in fact, almost the only—considerations sibly he exercises the same shrewd intelligence in the
given weight when methods and materials were deter- discharge of his other functions, but they happen to be
mined. With this fact in mind, a study of the building such as to attract less attention and study. In any
from the constructor’s viewpoint becomes of more than event, we trust that his intellectuals are not often agiordinary value and interest, although the architectural fated to the degree that very apparently followed a
designer will find profitable a careful consideration of prolonged consideration of the subject of a new or
the solution adopted for a most unusual and difficult revised building code in one of the Western cities. At
problem. Much speculation as to the form which the last, in a state of comparative mental exhaustion, the
ultimate skyscraper will take has been indulged in dur- council formally expressed the opinion that it would
ing the past few years. Perhaps it is idle to attempt be impossible to draft a code that would meet the
to forecast the future in this regard, but as far as indi- complex and unusual requirements of the city in quescations of the present can be interpreted it would seem tion. The problem was too hard; too many interests
that the Campanile type, of which the Metropolitan were to be considered; the responsibility too great.
Tower is perhaps the most striking example, bids fair 'I'be only safe plan to avoid doing injustice to some
to find increasing favor with architects who have re- one was to do nothing. And after much consideration,
gard, not only for the client of the moment, but also junketing to neighboring cities and general expense,
for the broad rights of others requiring light and air that was precisely what happened. Is there recorded a
^^ufficient to insure some measure of health and comfort, rnore frank, even if unconscious, confession of inca-------------pacity? But, after all, perhaps the city is to be con' I ’HE decreasing use of inflammable materials of con- gratulated. It is at least no worse off than before, and
struction and finish in city buildings is probably we doubt not there are cities where it is fervently hoped
one of the strongest indications to be noted of an un- the committees of councilmen now at work on this same
doubted movement looking to better more permanent problem will be moved to as complete a realization of
building. It is, in itself, quite gratifying, and to a cer- their limitations.
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PL*\CE DE LA CONCORDE

A LETTER FROM MR. CHARLES
^
MORRIS, ARCHITECT
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A short time ago I suggested to the editor of the
American Architect that it might be interesting to
the profession if in every occasional issue of the paper
a practising architect would write an appreciation of an
ensemble, plan, elevatioh or detail of some architectural
monument or modern work, which appealed to him, il
lustrated by a small photograph. We hear much adverse
crticism of past and present work, but I believe it would
be refreshing to all of us if such a series of articles as
I suggest could appear regularly. It might give an in
sight into the work now being done, also it would help
many of us to appreciate certain works to which per
haps heretofore we have been indifferent. While it
may not have an educational value it may increase our
interest. Again, there is of necessity in architecture so
much that we do not like let us occasionally take the
positive side and state frankly what we do like and why.
An Appreciation
The Garde Meuble on the Place de la Concorde in
Paris (called “les Grands Batimens” in “Monumens
eriges en France a la gloire de Louis XV,” by Patte,
1765) has always made a strong appeal to me, and has
been a source of pleasure and inspiration. I know of
few buildings whose proportions are so satisfying and
where one can see such dignity so simply expressed.
I admire the proportion between the height of the
basement and the colonnade. The basement is twothirds the height of the columns and balustrade above.
The free standing columns at the ends of colonnade give
a sense of spaciousness and completeness, and below
stops the arcade with adequate piers. ■
For the filling in between the pilasters on the second
and third stories, the relationship between the widths
and heights of the window openings is particularly
happy; the. detail of the architraves of these windows
is worthy of study. I might add that, in my opinion,
this arrangement of two openings, instead of three or
more, .in the column height has never been improved,
no matter how carefully treated or cleverly disguised.
Framing the center portion are the end motives with

PM

their sculptured pediments relieved by wall surface
without openings and crowned with efifective ornamen
The niches, too, add to the feeling of strength, i
will be noticed that the roof is not a feature of th
elevation and merely serves as a background to th
balustrade. The whole gives a sense of restfulness an
proper balance. One cannot help feeling, in studyin
this building, that the architect did not tell all he kne?
—a contrast to some modern buildings. “The arti;
may be known rather by what he omits” is well sai(
I also think in the matter of scale the Garde Meubl
lias a lesson for us now, not only as to the scale of th
building proper, but the actual sizes of the stones then
selves, which, to a large extent, tend to fix the seal
By actual measurement the largest courses are not ov<
18 inches high and most of them less. On some of or
narrow streets in New York we find stone courses near]
double the sizes referred to above, the result being lac
of scale and giving an impression of exaggeratioi
These buildings face on one of the finest squares in th
world, and take their place with dignity, flanking th
entrance to the Rue Royale with its splendid vista.
Charles Morris.
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Current News
Cost and Value of Concrete Pavements
At the fifth annual convention of the National Asso
ciation of Cement Users, held in Cleveland early in the
present year, Mr. J. H. Chubb, Assistant Inspecting En
gineer of the Universal Portland Cement Co., presented
a paper on the cost and value of concrete pavements.
Mr. Chubb’s wide experience and knowledge of this
subject enabled him to present a paper of more than
usual interest.
This paper has been published in pamphlet form by
the Universal Portland Cement Co., Chicago and Pitts
burg.
It offers much useful information and can be read
with profit by all cement workers. The pamphlet may
be had on application to the Universal Portland Ce
ment Co. at Chicago or Pittsburg.
Ruins
They Testify

of

Concrete

Remarkable Achievements of a
Vanished People
At last archaeologists have advanced a reasonable
theory regarding the immense ruins in ^Mexico and Cen
tral America which testify to the remarkable achieve
ments of a vanished people, and one likely to be better
appreciated in this age of concrete than ever before,
says the Springfield (Mass.) Republican.
The new contention is that the great buildings, sup
posed to have been built of stone, were really created
of concrete that was made in molds of gigantic size.
Here is an explanation which explains, and also lies
within the realm of the possible.
The difficulty that must have attended the transpor
tation of what have been believed to be colossal stone
blocks vanishes if they were really made of concrete,
for which abundant material was easily obtainable. It
is possible that the remote race concerned achieved bet
ter concrete construction than we have yet obtained.
to

Concreting Under Water
Novel Method Being Successfully Employed at
Detroit
The operation of depositing cement under water to
form concrete foundations and similar work is always
interesting and this character of work is being done at
the present time on a larger scale than ever before in
the construction of the Detroit River tunnel of the
Michigan Central Railroad. In depositing the material
“tremies” are made use of, operated from a barge car
rying the concrete mixing plant. These are riveted
steel tubes, slightly longer than the deepest part of the
river, and discharge the concrete directly into the forms.
To exclude w'ater while the first batch is being laid, two
or three empty cement bags are stuffed into the top of
the tube and the wet concrete is poured in. forcing the
bags dowm and the w'ater ahead of them, and by con-

tinually maintaining the tube full of concrete no river
water can enter. After the concrete begins to emerge
from the lower end, the tube is kept several inches un
der the surface of the mass, forming a seal. As the con
crete builds up in the forms, the tremie tubes are raised
in the towers supporting them on the barge. A floater
rises with the concrete and indicates through a wire to
the operator on the scow when the tremie should be
raised. The wet concrete distributes itself from the
bottom of the tremie tub in a circle about ten feet in
diameter.
Discovery

of a

Villa In

the

Ruins

of

Pompeii

Many Works of Roman Art Une.\rthed by the
Excavators Now at Work Under Direction
of the Italian Government
Another discovery of great interest was made not
long ago in Pompeii, where the excavation work is
being steadily carried on. Under the ash deposits there
was found an extensive villa of a handsome construction
and ornamented with very fine frescoes. The villa con
tains statues and other works of sculpture, both Greek
and Roman, besides very rich furniture which is well
ornamented and also many vases of different kinds.
There were also found coffers filled with gold and
silver money. In the basement are great amphorae
which were used for storage purposes and in the tri
clinium the tables were prepared for a banquet of thirty
persons. Some of the silver pieces seem to have been
taken out at a previous epoch, for there are traces of
clandestine search which was made at a former date.

SOCIETIES
Annual Convention of the National Society for
THE Promotion of Industri.\l Education
December i, 2 and 3 have been selected by the Na
tional Society for the Promotion of Industrial Educa
tion as the days upon which to hold their annual con
vention. The place selected is Milwaukee.
Effort is being made to secure the most distinguished
leaders in the industrial, legislative and educational
world for addresses and papers to be delivered and read
at the convention.
An exhibition of trade-school work from all over the
United States will be one of the features of the con
vention.

INDUSTRIAL
A Little Noise on the Quiet
Under the above title, the American Blower Co., of
Detroit, have issued a small folder illustrating their
vertical enclosed self-oiling engines. This engine, it is
claimed, is a silent one, and saves in fuel, oil and elim
ination of bothersome repairs. The folder is an original
presentation of the subjci. ■ of the American Blower
Co.’s latest type of engine and can be had on request.
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T i^tTuRRET” Lock
The Yale & To'.^if
Co., of Stamford, Conn.,
'.Sir Mfg.
]
with sales offices and showrooms in New York and a
number of the principal cities, have issued an interest
ing pamphlet illustrating and describing their new form
of lock which is designated as the “Turret.” This lock
was devised and made especially for use in the Metro
politan Tower, where all the doors and trim are of
metal, and seems to furnish a good example of what
can be accomplished in the artistic manipulation of steel
and bronze. The displacement of wood with metal in
building construction has called for a corresponding
change in usual form and type of hardware, and these
locks are a result, in a measure, of this necessity. They
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been considered desirable, as the subject ol
not
art w^K;onsidered
a topic only for the trained artisi
wlRi
or the amateur of art.
The present trend has been brought about, not alom
by the teachings of the schools and colleges, but the
campaign of education, in this direction, has been large
ly advanced by manufacturers who, by refinement of
detail, have turned out a product that conforms to every
good feature of art, as well as the standard require
ments of utility and service. The Yale & Towne Manu
facturing Co. will send on application illustrated pam
phlet describing these locks.

Prong Lock Steel Stud and Furring
The Berger Manufacturing Co., of Canton, Ohio, are
manufacturers of a form of steel studs and furring strips
that would seem to possess many novel features. They
are also submitted for the construction of ceilings and
roofs where loads are not heavy.
The studs are made of i8 and 20 gauge steel in vary
ing patterns with prongs punched out on the members
for attaching the lath. These prongs clinch over the
metal lath and it is claimed hold it rigidly and securely.
This form of studding is thoroughly described, as are
also various forms of metal lumber and lath made by
the Berger Manufacturing Co., in an illustrated pam
phlet which may be had on request.
The Bells of the Metropolitan Tower
Mounted on pedestals between the marble columns
at the forty-sixth story are four huge bells of the
following weights and tones: 7,000 pounds, Bb; 3.000
pounds, Eb; 2,000 pounds, F, and 1,500 pounds, G.
These bells, which were made by the Meneely Bell Com
pany of Troy, N. Y., are said to be twice as high above
the sidewalk as any other large bells in the world, and
their tones are so modulated that they may be heard for
miles, and yet are listened to with equal pleasure by the
many visitors to the observatory which is one floor begnd quarter

3 ■'.''QUARTER

are provided with a “turret” firmly fastened to the metal
of the door and extending through it, on which as a
base the lock and its trim is assembled and firmly held
in their proper relative positions. The method of at
taching is unique, in that there are no visible means of
fastening, all screws being covered except the attaching
screws of the cylinders, which cannot be seen when the
door is closed. The “Turret” uses the Yale “Duplex”
rnaster-key system which permits of unlimited master
key service.
. The matter becomes of especial interest in view of
the attention lately accorded to the subject of a grow
ing appreciation of the artistic refinements of every
day life. Ten years ago “copy” of this nature would

HOUR

neath where the bells are placed. The bells are chimed
by clock mechanism every quarter of an hour, four
blows being struck at the first-quarter, eight at the half,
twelve at the third-quarter, and sixteen at the hour, fol
lowed by the hour stroke on the large bell. This mu
sical combination was first introduced at St. Mary’s,
Cambridge, England, from an air that is said to have
been written by Handel. ■
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Ci^HE TOWER of the Metropolitan Life Building is at once
M
the tallest, best equipped, most widely advertised and best
known office building in the world. There is scarcely a
publication in any language which has not described this build
ing to its readers and published illustrations of its features.
In this natural advertising the tenants will necessarily share.
There is hardly a man who can read who does not know of
this building, who has not a picture of it stored in his brain.
The mere address, “Metropolitan Life Building, New York,”
therefore, will be sufficient to assure correspondents that the
tenant is in the finest' office structure in the world, and conducts
a legitimate, responsible business. The out-of-town customer
(and the New Yorker as well) will esteem it a privilege to have
business in this building instead of visiting it merely as one of a
million sightseers.
Accessibility from all parts of New York and its environs is
another feature of this building. A direct connection with the
Subway puts this building within ten minutes fi-om City Hall,
three minutes of the Grand Central Depot, twenty minutes of the
Long Island Depot, Brooklyn. The new Pennsylvania and Long
Island Depot, and the Twenty-third Street Terminals of the Central
Railroad of New Jersey, the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western,'
the Erie and the Pennsylvania Railroads are within ten minutes
of the building. Crosstown and Madison and Lexington Avenue
cars pass its doors; ^Broadway surface cars are but half a block
away; the Sixth and Third Avenue lines and the Ne\iv Jersey
tunnel are within two blocks. It is, therefore, quickly reached from
all points of entry to Manhattan by ferry, tunnel, bridge or railroad.
Commercially, the building is the feature of the great shopping,
real estate, advertising, publishing, building trades and financial
community about Twenty-third Street. It is in the hotel, club and
amusement center. The building itself will house a commercial
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community of 10,000 business people, and 30,000 people daily use
its great arcade connecting its many street entrances. In the
building are a large branch post-office connected by pneumatic
tube with the general post-office, a bank, telegraph and cable office
and many stores. Half a million people pass each business day
on the thoroughfares about it.
Architecturally, the building is absolutely fireproof, and is the
result of a combination of the highest type of material with the
most approved system of construction. The beauty of the exterior
has been maihtained in the interior by the use throughout of bronze
trim and fixtures, bronze window casings, and doors and partitions
of bronze and art glass. High ceilings, terrazzo floors, and ample
window spaces add to the beauty and sanitary excellence of the
offices.
The offices are all outside rooms, arranged on the four sides of
the tower, and have unusual light, air and outlook. The elevators,
stairways, corridors and lavatories are grouped in the center. The
floor plans are so designed that one tenant may have exclusive use
of an entire floor, either in a single great office or in a series of offices
or suites; other floors are divided into individual offices for different
tenants. These single offices again may be subdivided by bronze
and art glass partitions, which are supplied by the building.
The elevator and other office services of this building are unsur
passed, Forty-eight elevators serve the building, taking passengers
from the street even to the forty-fourth floor in less than one
minute. Six express elevators are devoted exclusively to the tower.
Night and holiday elevator service is provided. Heat and light are
supplied without extra charge from the building’s own plant. The
office cleaning, hall and directory services are unusually efficient.
The directory boards list all tenants and The Bureau of Information
supplies lists of all occupants and employes.
These offices are now ready for inspection.
A representative will be pleased to call on those interested in
high-class offices and show floor plans, or will meet them by
appointment at the building.
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Metropolitan Life Building, Madison Square, New York
Covers an entire block, has a floor area of over 25 acres and contains 48 elevators
r^t'.\
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Marble Court, Entrance Metropolitan Life Building
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of building:
Main portion of building......................................................200x425x164 feet high
Tower
• • • ........................................75x85x700 feet high
Size of Annex.'........................................................... .................... 75x80x216 feet high
Superficies of exterior.................................. '..................................345,000 square feet
Including Annex..........................................................................405,000 square feet
Cubical contents, including vaults (excluding courts)..........16,287,934 cubic feet
Including Annex.................................................... ..
17,850,239 cubic feet
Floor area of building (about twenty-five acres)........ ..........1,085,663 square feet
Including Annex................................... ............................ .. • ■ 1.189,388 square feet
Total weight of building....................................... 170,000,000 pounds—85,000 tons
Total weight of tower............... ...,87,226,000 pounds 43,613 tons
Weight of structural steel:
Tower.............................................................................................................
Balance............................................ ............................................................. I®”"
Normal weight on corner steel columns............ ............... ..........7,500,000 pounds
Additional load due to high wind pressure............. .'.---- 2,900,000 pounds
Or a total load of..................................................... ........................10,400,000 pounds
Cross sectional area of steel corner columns, sub-basement... .540 square inches
Weight of basement corner columns....................................
...............
Number of bricks in building, about............. ...................... .. . • . • ........ ’^n nm
Number of barrels of cement in tower alone, over...............
...........40,000
Number of cubic yards of concrete in tower alone, about..............................9,000
Number of cubic feet of white marble in exterior facing.....
... ■. .556,000
(More than in any other structure in the world.)
Number of passenger elevators (thirty hydraulic, eight electric)..................... 38
Number of freight elevators (hydraulic)......... •.... . • ....... ............................... 10
Number of stories in tower.............................. .......................... ...............
■ ’ ’ ‘/nsz
Number of steps from first story to top of tower.-----------.... • ■ -------- ■ • 1.053
Combined length of corridors.................. ......................................................3| miles
Combined height of elevator shafts...............
. •. • • • - ■ . ^ mnes
Storage capacity of water tanks.................... .. • • •..... v . . .
. ..90,900 ^llons
Storage capacity of coal vaults........................... .. •
• "• •, • • • •
Horse-power boilers.........................,................ .. ■
.......................•...........
Number of miles of plumbing pipe (about)..., ,.P .P ^ - p. • 5;* • -------- - • ^ H '■
Total length of cables of elevators;
' \
.^
^'
12I 000 feet
Hoisting and counterweight cables..,...
■
..19i000 feet
Operating cables.............. ........................
124,090 miles
Distance traveled by elevators in one year.
............
30,000
Electric lights..................................................
..........
.15,000
Electric light fixtures.. .
. .116
Motors (total horse-power, 707)........
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MADISON AVENUE

Typical floor plan, Fourteenth to Twenty-fourth Floors

METROPOLITAN TOWER
NEW YORK
The floors above the Twenty-fourth are somewhat smaller and of varying sizes, with admirable
appointments for subdivision. Plans will be submitted upon request.
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MADISON AVENUE
_______

Typical floor plan, Fourteenth to Twenty-fourth Floors
without subdivisions

METROPOLITAN TOWER
NEW YORK

a.. t i

IS:

THE TOWER
HAS A NEW
APh E>.RANCE
► With a clean i. • a' a new dress, one of New York
City's noted laiu ma s — Metropolitan’s 700-foot
Tower — is rca ;y fc' i second half century of useful
existence.
The fresh ar. .arance is the result of a three-year
reconstruction j
designed to bririJ ine Tower mto
closer architectural harmony w‘ t
r.. luildings
in the Company Home Office cc a . . /lao.ison
Square. The result is a slightly slimmcG w simpli
fied exterior ano a completely new interior for the
venerable buildin.;.
Thus at a time when more and more of New York’s
historic building arc being smashed into rubble in
the name of progress, the Towe.' s being preserved for
a useful future. .-\mor
other honors the Tower
has collected in
lifi
the New York Community
Trust ini 957 > :tet
landmark worthy of pres
dec
ervation bee.
fi
ehitectural merit and importancc, and in
I tr Municipal Art Soc.ety picked
it for inclusiot
a b k, “New York Landmarks.”
End of the .
and beginning of the new
nst,
period of use.
mated at 8 a.m on Mon
ss \
day, April 6tn. when
great Tower clock (with
faces larger than thos
ondon’s famous Big Ben)
was started and the
: a-ton Cambridge chimes
again rang out the hours and quarter-hours. Then at
5 p.m. the lanr., rn at th. top of the Tower was lighted
to flash the '
s through the night. The clock was
stopped, the v .'.,;nes silenced, and the lantern turned
off during WG:
n th. Tower.
When the
ory ower was completed o 1909,
it was the tallest buiki, ’g in the world, and rononued
to hold that honor ur ' the completion of the Woolworth Buildin^
1- 3, In design the Tower was
fashioned after ' e f. ,us bell tower of St. Mark’s
Cathedral i,
ee. '
ing the half-century since its
completion, ..
owe, nas served as a symbol if ii •
, and Metropolitan, and its lisene
surance pro,
has appeared : rawings or photographs on hundreds
of millions of insurance documents.
To the casual view, the refurbished Tower is muc.i
cleaner than ii
;e was, but is otherwise unchanged.
To the practic
eye
owever, there Save been a
number of sm;, altc
.s Overhanging balconies
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The refurbished Tower dominates the Home OfRce complex.

and corners have been reduced; limestone has re
placed the marble in two broad bands from the first
to the fifth and from the 20th to the 36th floors; the
round columns in the loggia of open arches ■ -veen
the 31st and 35 th floors have been replaced c_^ ..uare
columns; and even the new cupola of gold-anodized
aluminum at the very peak of the lover is simpler in
line than the one it replaced.
The most obvious changes in the Tower ant. its
architecture have taken place in the interior.
iere
the hopelessly outmoded amenities of a half-_cntury
ago have been replaced bj
“necessities” of today.
Air-conditioning, acoustical ceilings, asphalt tile floorig, and modem lighting have been installed for the
comfort of future occupants. The handsome but slow
elevators also have departed, and automatic elevators
will whisk future passengers up and down fhe slender
shaft at 700 feet per minute.
N change at all has been made in the three fea .res
whicn have given the Tower its unique place
the
v cw York skyline— the clock, the chimes, ano the

-if
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The Prospector for May,
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lantern. The four faces of the clock, each 26Vi feet
in diameter, have been cleaned, but otherwise the
clock is the same. The four great bells which chime
the quarter-hours and hours from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
were removed during reconstruction, but have now
been rchung in their old locations and are ready to
boom out the time signals with all the old force and
vigor. The lantern, which flashes the time during the
hours of darkness, has been rebuilt and is now housed
in a new glass and aluminum shell, and is ready to act
as a time-check for New Yorkers for another half a
hundred years.

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF TERRITORY'S
\^1963 L.U.T.C. GRADUATES IN A&S

■■'I

SANTA ANA REGION
Fullerton

Arthur R. Nichols........................ Assistant Manager
Lyle L\Sandlin II ...................... ..................... .y^IC
Robert X Schultz ........................................ .yo Agent

Donald G. Si^th............. ............... V..............MIC
SEATTLE REGK
Eugene

Harold K. Jack.........V .y:... *........... ..
MIC
Richard A. Kennedy .
............................... Agent
Albert F. Thomason y. .\............................ Agent

SAN FRANCISC^MGION

Persons in their most productive years coiriprise
'nearly 45 percent of the population of the United
States, according to our Company Statisticians.
At present, about 85 million people in the country
are in the age range from 25 to 64 years. Their num
ber is expected to exceed 90 million by 1970 and to
reach 106 million in 1980. Much of the growth seen
the 1970’s will result from a sharp rise of persons
at agqs 25-34.
As me record numbers of children bom following
World WarJI pass their 25th birthday, the population
in the 25-34N^e group is expected to increase from
about 25 millimi in 1970 to more than 36 million in
1980, or nearly five times the growth anticipated for
the 1960-1970 periodythe statisticians said.
An opposite trend i^s^pearing in the population
at ages 35 to 44. In 1970tnbi;e willbe 1,100,000 fewer
persons of these ages than thXs^ere in 1960, princi
pally because of the decline in bhrths during the late
1920’s and early 1930’s, the statisbe|ans said. How
ever, this age group will increase in\he 1970’s to
reach an estimated total of more than 25v^million at
the end of the decade.
Still another growth pattern is expected fdr.,^the
population at ages 45-64, the statisticians said. The
number of persons in this group will increase almost^
17 percent between 1960 and 1970, but in the follow
ing decade the increase will slacken to less than five
percent.
•
~

Ogden
Gary F. Blacker ..................................... . . Agent
Kerry L. Campbell........... ...... ........ ^.............. MIC
Walter S. Rasmu.. en.................. ./................... Agent
Portola

Richard Patino..................../........................... Agent
Edwin A. Tulley...........
Agent
San^rancisco

Mahmoud Maghsou^'........................................Agent

o.- kland region
Richmond

/
Anthony C. Cahnatella............................

Manager
Henry G. Chism
............................
Agent
Orrin T. Dahl . .
MIC
H. Lcstcf'Gerry.......................... Assistant Manager
James F. Graves................................
Agent
Edward L. Lundberg . . ........... .................... Agent
Mrs" Cloma J. Montoya..................................... Agent
Jphn M. Peat . ............
Agent
T^loyd L. Pinkston . .................................................MIC

■" f iHij
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Beattie N^rth

Edward A. Tdiford . .. ...... . .\Agency Manager

Warren H. Brunt................................... . Agght
David A. Dale . . ........................................^N^ent
Henry J. Lex.................................Assistant M^nhser

m

..IP
' fll

Robert F. HilU^. i .;..... . . N............ .. . . Agent

Still^morc names have been added recently to the
roster oT^^cific Coast Field people who successfully
completed the Life Underwriters Training Council
examination iriAccident and Sickness in 1963. They
arc listed below b3^flicgions, and alphabetically by
District.
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New York, N.Y. - The Metropolitan Tower, at Madison Square in
New York City, rises TOO feet above street level from the home office
buildings of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.

It was one of the

earliest of American skyscrapers, and at the time of its completion in 1^9
was the tallest building in the world.

The Tower still tanks among the

highest structures in the United States — eighth in New York City, and

"ii
i’-v.

ninth in the country, according to the I952 World Almanac.

•

Through the years the Tower has been a famed New York City landmark.
From the days of 0. Henry on it has served in stories, plays and motion
pictures as atmospheric background for the great city. Mariners far at sea
have used the li^t at its apex to check their reckonings. Many thousands

f;l|l

t

of immigrants, jo\irneylng to America's shores, viewed the Tower for the first
time from aboard ship in the Hudson River, and it remained for them a symbol
of the new life they sought.
The Tower was fashioned after the famous Campanile, which for

•

■

centuries .stood in the Piazza San Marco, dominating the skyline of Venice.
The height of the 50-story Metropolitan Tower is more than twice that of its
Italian prototype.
:.
^

■■W>,-:

Despite the great disparity of height betwe,en the Tower and the

■'

V.'-:

■■

balance of the company's 1 Madison Avenue building, upon which it is based,
the architect preserved the effect of unity. The bold features of design in

■?'

4^;::

■’'-;5

the main building were carried around the base of the Tower on the same level,
and the cornice lines and the broad stone bands were repeated without

999 9

m,

^ 'iii
^ IK:
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Mi;«

:ili

interrupting the vertical lines that enhance the graceful shaft.

%

;

This shaft rises to the distinguishing feature of the Tower «
a loggia of open arches crowned by a strong entablature and balustrade
begiimiag at the 31st and rising to the 35th story. At the 36th floor the
walls of the Tower are set back for four stories, creating in effect a
massive base for the pyramidal spire that supports the octagonal turret and
gilded dome.

At the top an octagonal lantern 8 feet in diameter sheds power

ful light beams through the ni£^t which flash the hours in time with the
■

:

famous four-dial clock located half-way up the Tower.
The life insxirance company's 1 Madison Avenue building, of which the

-S:s

Tower is part, fills the city block between Madison and Fourth Avenues and
23d and 24th Streets. The next block, between 24th and 25th Streets, is
filled by the company's North Building. The two buildings contain the offices
of the home office organization of the Insurance company, numbering about
15,000 employees, which maintains life insurance service for more than 33,000,000
persons in the United States and Canada.

The life insurance in force for these

policyholders totals more than $48,000,000,000 (at the end of I95I).
The North Building — facing Madison Square between 24th and 25th
Street - is an outstanding example of modem, functional architecture.

It was

completed in 1951, is 3I stories high, and extends four stories below the
street level.
It is unique among major commercial structures in that it was planned
for the use of a single tenant, and was built in sections, to keep pace with
the need of the Insurance company for additional space, over a period of 20
years. With its usable floor space of 33 acres above ground and 4^ acres below

■

tsf

- ■
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r/
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street level, it is believed to rank first in point of size among air-

i

.

liK!

conditioned business buildings of single-tenant occupancy.
■■

;■■■

The fact that the North Building was plauoned for the use of a
single tenant permitted the concentration of service lines near the center

f

of the building.
An outstanding feature of the North Building is the extent to
which its many facets provide for the maximum amotmt of natural lighting.
,

•!

In its Improved ventilation and air-conditioning system, and its sound-deadening
treatment of work areas, it has set a standard for buildings in which large
numbers of clerical workers are employed.
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'* ‘ Mr. Scott Ehrlich
Law Department
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
One Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010

-

-'y
v'w,‘ir-‘'v .

4

Dear Scott:
..'C.';.' ^ •(

Thanks again for a most Informative and
enjoyable tour of the Metropolitan Tower.

V. :?v

a

' ‘i; ■

Our report will be submitted to the National
Park Service with a package of forty-nine other
nominations In June 1977. Two reviewing committees
will then study them and present recommendations
regarding National Historic Landmark status to
the Secretary of the Interior about mid-November
1977. The outcome of those recommendations will
be ready for public announcement around the end
of that year.

-«'7.

Si ?.

Sincerely,

m-

George R. Adams
Director
Historic Landmarks Project
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Ms. Mary S. Prazee
' Librarian •
Metropolitan Life
One Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010

'■ 4':*

■r:;'
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Dear Ms. Prazee:

-f:

m'- .
'■5>

•“

5#

I am returning herewith your copy of Volume
XCVI, Number 1763, of The American Architect. We
xeroxed the appropriate portions, taking special
care not to damage the original.
The two hard cover histories have not
arrived, but I am sure they v^lll reach us soon.
Por them, for the loan of the special Issue of
The American Architect, for the xerox copies of
documents from your archives, for the photographs,
and for your enthusiasm for our project, we are
indeed grateful.
*■* '
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Cordially,

Mr

!V'

George R. Adams
Director
Historic Landmarks Project
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April 29, 1977
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Mr. Scott Ehrlich
Law Department
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010

r|

Dear Mr. Ehrlich:
We have completed our National Historic Landmark
Inventory-nomination for the New York Stock Exchange,
and I am happy to enclose a copy, as promised, for
your files. It would not be used for publicity
purposes.
This Is one of fifty commercial and Industrial
nominations that will be reviewed In Washington in
October. Owners of properties declared eligible
for designation will be notified by the National
Park Service around the end of the year.

t:K
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Meanwhile we remain most grateful for your
assistance.
Sincerely,

*7

""1

George R. Adams
Director
Historic Landmarks Project
GRA:dg
..7

Enclosure
cc: Ms. Mary S. Frazee, Librarian
Dictated by Mr. Adams and
signed In his absence.
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f-Jr. Abrahaa Mlndes
1454 Baansersley Avenue
Bronx, New York 10469
Dear Mr. Mindes:

l.':M

:r;sr.s “ei.=Ln;;ro^a.r« :nr.u
z,o;
'ivx LSfSaSt:;,
a-’ »-.tf
in some detail.

iiiifliiiir

Br^oiial ^paalcat of mfomatloa "atorlals

tS Silinal soglate. P.cg.a. th,
Technical Preservation Services Prograa, and seotiona

IW

Tax Ref ora Act.

jr.K s?.pj;Hf£“Si SVTSi=“
on the possible designation

Sp.T.

them.

Questions

s'rL»H™a.=“s.s =i =ZT

^

Parks, Historio Sites, Buildings, and Konuments. Both bodies
meet biannually; the first of the review meet»:’’gs that will consider
your property will be on August 19. Specific ''lates for all tseetings
are published in the "Federal Register^ 30 davJ prior to tho meetings,
which are open to tho public. Wa v;ill be pleased to explain the
National Ristorio Landmarks Program in greater detail and to answer
any specific questions you nay liavo after reviewing the enclosed
materials.
We appreciate your interest la the hlatorio preservation programs
of the National Park Servloa.
Sincerely yours,
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George F. Emery
Chief, Historic Sites
Survey Division
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cc: Mr. Herbert Rhodes

to

Director, Department of Parks
and Recreation
State Resources Agency
P.O. Box 2390
Sacramento, California 95811
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Mrs. Sandra S. Thompson
State Historic Preservation Officer
State Historic Preservation Office
Old State Capitol
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70801
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cc

Mr. David Kenney
Director, Department of Conservation
602 State Office Building
\
400 South Spring Street
\
Springfield, Illinois 62706
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Amadon
Executive Director
Massachusetts Historical Commission
294 Vfeshington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dr. Martha Bigelow
Director
Michigan History Divisiem
Department of State
Lansing, Michigan 48918

Mr. Orin Lehman
Commissioner
Parks and Recreation
Agency Building #1
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12238

Mr. William J. Wewer
Executive Director, Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Conmission
P.O. Box 1026
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Mr. Charles Lee
Director
State Archives Department
1430 Senate Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29211
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Mr. Tucker H. Hill
Executive Director
Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission
221 Governor Street^
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SIMILAR LETTER BEING SENT TO:
Mr. James D. Muller
Williams Real Estate
1700 Broadway
New York, New York 10019

Tiffany and Company Building, N.Y.

Mr. Edward J. Hunter
1311 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia

Franklin and Armfield Office, Va.

Mr. James B. Knox, Jr.
1311 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Dr. Howard S. Irwin
President
New York Botanical Garden
Bronx Park
Bronx, New York 10458

Lorillard Snuff Mill, N.Y.

Mr. J. Wohl
Kaycel Realty
10 East 40th Street
New York, New York IOOI6

Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Company Warehouse, N.Y.

Mr. William F. McCurdy
Vice President for PUBLIC Relations
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Sears Tower
Chicago, Illinois 60624

Sears, Roebuck and Company Complex, 111.

Mr. Herbert L. Seegal
President
R. H. Macy and Company
151 West 34th Street
New York, New York 10001

R.H. Macy and Company Store, N.Y.

Mr. Joseph N. Hankin
President
Westchester Community College
75 Grasslands Road
Valhalla, New York 10595

John A. Hartford House, N.Y.

Mr. Robert D. Harrison
President
John Wanamaker of Philadelphia,
Incorporated
Juniper and MarketStreet.s
Philadelphia, Pennsylv.?,j^a 19107

John Wanamaker Store, Pa.

t-

I'"-'

I

Mr. Marshall P. Bissell
President
New York Life Insurance Company
51 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10038

New York Life Building

Mr. Richard R. Shinn
President
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
1 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10010

Metropolitan Life Insurance Tower

Mr. Coy G. Eklund
President
Equitable Life Assurance Society
of the U.S.
1285 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019

Equitable Building

Mr. Joseph A. Burnham
President
Marshall Field and Company
25 East Washington Street
Chicago, Illinois 60602

Marshall Field and Company Store

Mr. Tyrell G. Rogers
Assistant Vice President
New York StockExchange
11 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

New York Stock Exchange

Mr. Warren W. Lebeck
President
Board of Trade of the City
of Chicago
l4l West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Chicago Board of Trade Building

Mr. Harold Schott
President
Diamond-Reo Joint Venture, Inc,
1331 South Washington Street
Lansing, Michigan 48910

Reo Motor Car Company Plant

Mr. Paul Barrett
Public Relations Director
J. P. Stevens and Company, Inc.
Daniel Building
21st Floor
Greenville, South Carolina 29602

Piedmont Manufacturing Company

“i.

Mr. Elliott M. Estes
President
General Motors Corporation
30^44 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan 48202

General Motors Building, Michigan

Mr. William Maese
President
Detroit Edison Company
2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 42886

Lincoln Motor Company Plant, Michigan

Mr. John R. Cox
President
Insurance Company of North
America Building Corporation
1600 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Insurance Company of North America
Building, Pa.

Mrs. Will Lessard
President
Women's City Club of Boston
40 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Nathan Appleton Residence, Mass.

Mr. Norman A. Halper
Vice President
First Republic Corporation of
America
302 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10001

Clark Thread Company Historic
District

Mr. Paul Kolton
Chairman
American Stock Exchange
86 Trinity Place
New York, New York 10006

American Stock Exchange, N.Y.

Mr. C. Guy Lowe, Jr.
231 Carondelet Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

New Orleans Cotton Exchange, Louisiana

Ms. Jean Hagen
Manager of Properties
The Lurie Company
555 California Street
Suite 5100
San Francisco, California 94104

Bank of Italy Building, CA-

Mr. Julian I. Revay
Administrative Director
Ukranian Institute of America, Inc.
2 East 79th Street
New York, New York 10021

Harry F. Sinclair House, N.Y.

Mr. Ira Gordon
President, World Wide Wines and

Boston Manufacturing Company, Mass.
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Robert M. Zinman
Vice-President and Investment Counsel

Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company
One Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y 10010
(212) 578-2293

Mr. George F, Emery
Chief
Historic Sites Survey Division
National Park Service
U.S, Department of the Interior
Dear Mr. Emery:
Thank you for your letter of July 18, 1977, to Mr. Shinn
which has been referred to me. ¥e have attend ted to
review the Historic Sites Act of 1935 in order to better
imderstand the significance of having the Metropolitan
Life Tower designated as a National Historic Landmark.
It is our understanding that the thrust of the proposed
designation of Metropolitan's Tower is to commemorate
Metropolitan Life's contribution to the Nation's commercial
development, and thereby afford to Metropolitan the benefits
of the tax inducements for the preservation of the Tower as
a symbol of Metropolitan's historic significance.
We appreciate your consideration of our Con^iany for
this honor. However, because of the particular way
mutual life insurance companies are taxed (under
Subchapter L of the Internal Revenue Code), the tax
advantages of the designation may not benefit
Metropolitan while the tax disadvantages may significantly
affect the value of the Tower to the Company. Thus,
notwithstanding all the good intentions involved in
the proposed designation, it may be that the result
of the designation will be adverse to the Company's
interest. I am sure such a resiilt was never intended.
Of course. Treasury Regulations have not yet been
issued with respect to the changes brought about by
the Tax Reform Act of 1976, and these regulations
may clarify the picture and ameliorate some of the
possible adverse effects of designation for a life
insurance company. However, until the regulations
have been promulgated, no one is in a position to
evaluate the full impact of the tax consequences of
designation.

p'.

Page 2
Therefore, we request that proceedings concerning the
designation of Metropolitan's Tower as a National
Historic Landmark he postponed until these Treasury
Regulations have been issued and we have had an opportunity
to assess their impact.
I hope you understand that we would like to cooperate in
any way in the furtherance of the Historic Landmark
Program. However, it does seem unjust that the
unilateral action by the Department of the Interior
could significantly ai’fect the value of private
property without Just compensation. We would be
happy to work with you in developing any procedures
or language changes which might be necessary to remove
any inconsistencies or correct any deficiencies which
are apparent after the Treasury Regulations have been
issued and hope you will give consideration to our
request that action on the Metropolitan Tower be
postponed for the time being.
Very truly yours.

Robert M. Zinman
Vice-President & Investment Counsel

RMZrML

August 24, 1977
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XANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION
305 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10007

October 12, 1977

The Honorable Cecil H. Andrews
Secretary of the Interior
U.S, Department of the Interior
Interior Building 19th and C Streets N.V.
Washington, D.C. 20240
Re: National Historic Landmarks
Dear Mr. Secretary:
It has come to our attention that the following buildings located In
New York City, were reviewed and approved In August by the Consulting
Committee and the Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings,
and Monuments:
SoHo-Cast Iron Historic District
Grace Church
New York Chamber of Commerce
Surrogate's Court
Jefferson Market Courthouse
City Bank
Merchant's Exchange
New York Stock Exchange
American Stock Exchange
India House
Equitable Life Assurance Building
rnpnl i t-qp Lift*

tnstirgnri* Riii Ifl i pp

New York Life insurance Building
A.T. Stewart Store
Macy's Department Store
To date, we have not been notified that these sites have been designated
National Historic Landmarks and are writing to inquire where they are In the
process. If we can provide additional Information or assistance, please call
upon us.
Sloping to hear from you soon.
Very truly yours.

Beverly Moss Spatt, Ph.D., AlP
ChaIrman
BMS/JRP/da
CHAIRMAN: BEVERLY MOSS SPATT / VICE.CHAIRMAN: MORRIS KETCHUM, JR.
EOWARO A. AMES / MARGARET BEYER / ELISABETH COIT / BARBARALEE DIAMONSTEIN / WARREN W. CRAN
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•«verl7 Mot* Sp«tt. fli.B.
ClMiiaum
L«adBaTkc rru«rv*tiim r—iwto*
305 tro«i»«7
Wm JoA, to Toik 10007
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Or. SpAttt

Oa Mialf of Soerotory Aadn», thmA jom for toot lottor of
Oetobor 12 oboot th» posaiblo doaigootloo of o graap of
Mow Toik City sitoo oo aotloaol hlotorie loodborko.
9m Octobor 1* 1977. tbo Advlooty Boord oo Sotloaol Posks*
UoCerle Sltoa, Baildlaga,
Wennotnf toccBooadod to tbo
Socretorp of tho latorlor tluit tlioM oltoo bo dosigoatod
Mtlonol hlstorle laatoxko. At tho sooo tloe, hovorcr, tho
Boord recooacadod that oo aitaa ho daalgsatcd imtll a
dotozalaatloa coaid bo oado as to tbo *T:urdoa" of tiio Tax
Bafora Act of 1976 oa cortala of theao sitoa aboat vhieh thm
ira had 03q»ccascd coocora. Uatll that dotoxaiaatl«i la
!• It ^poara that ao actioa vill bo tahoa. Vo vill keep
poo lafocaad^ hovorar* of maj proftraaa that ia taodo to that
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 202il

JUN-21978
Memorandum
Director, Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service

To;

0\

From: UndlS Secretary
Subject:

Landmark Designations
i:

Pursuant to the authority contained in the Hi 3 toric Sites Act of
1935 (49 Stat. 666; 16 U.S.C. '461 et seq.), I do hereby take the
following actions:
i

.r:- 'j

aM

I

Designated as National Historl c Landmarks
Alaska
Alaska Native Brotherhood Hall, Sitka
Anangula Archeological Site, vicinity of Nikolski
Bering Expedition Landing Site, vicinity of Katalla
Cape Nome Mining District Discovery Siteb , vicinity of Nome
Chilkoot Trail and Dyea, from Skagway to Dyea
Dry Creek Archeological Site, vicinity o f Lignite
Eagle Historic District, Eagle
Fort Durham Site, vicinity of Taku Harbo^
Fort William H. Seward, vicinity of Hains
Gallagher Flint Station Archeological Sit e, vicinity of Sagwon
George C. Thomas Memorial Library, Fairbpuiks
Lefflngwell Camp Site, Flaxman Island
New Russia Site, vicinity of Yakutat
inity of Ambler
Onion Portage Archeological District,
Sitka Spruce Plantation, vicinity of UnatL aska
Sourdough Lodge, vicinity of Gakona
Three Saints Site, vicinity of Old Harbo
Arkansas
Toltec Mounds Site, vicinity of Scott

r
fw.-
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California
Bank of Italy, San Francisco
Connecticut

■I

Cheney Brothers Historic District, Manchester
Georgia
Central of Georgia Railroad; Savannah Shops and Terminal
Facilities, Savannah
Columbus Historic Riverfront Industrial District, Columbus
Jekyll Island Historic District, Jekyll Island
Springer Opera House, Columbus
Illinois
Chicago Board of Trade Building, Chicagci
Marshall Field and Company Store, Chicajio
Montgomery Ward and Company Complex, Ch: cago
Sears, Roebuck 3uid Company Complex, Chicago

I

Kentucky

1

Indian Knoll, vicinity of Paradise
Michigan
Durant-Dort Carriage Company Office, Flj(.nt
Ford River Rouge Complex, Dearborn
General Motors Building, Detroit
Hlghlamd Park Ford Plant, Highland Park
Lincoln Motor Company Plant, Detroit
Reo Motor Car Company Plant, Lansing
New Mexico

-)

Blaokwater Draw (Clovis Site and Anderspn Basin), vicinity
of Portales

•3

■■■I

New' Jersey
Clark Thread Company Historic District, East Newark
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company ^arehou3e, Jersey City
:

1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ..............................................................................

New York

■..................................................... .......................................•.'-■•.•

i

A. T. Stewart Company Store, New York City
American Stock Exchange, New York City
Equitable Building, New York City
-Harpy F^SinolairUouseT New York-City-^
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Nev York City
National City Bank, New York City
New York Life Building, New York City
New York Stock Exchange, New York City
R. H. Macy and Company Store, New York City
SoHo-Cast Iron Historic District, New Y ork City
Tiffany and Company Building, New York City
North Carolina
Cooleemee, Mocksville
Coolmore, Tarboro
Pennsylvania
Insurance Company of North America Building, Philadelphia
John Wanamaker Store, Philadelphia
South Carolina
Graniteville Historic District, GraniteVille
Piedmont Manufacturing Company, Piedmon
Virginia
Franklin and Armfield Office, Alexandri^
Jackson Ward Historic District, Richmond
Wyoming
J. C. Penney Historic District, Kemmereh
I

You are directed to take such further steps as may be necessary to
effectuate the above actions.

OEPAfiTMENT off the INTERIOR
news release

For Release

IHTEHIOR SECRETARY DESIGMIES 57 MSHOML HISTOKEG LAMMAHKS

.

.

Secretary of the interior Cecil D, Andrus today designated 57 historic
places/in 15 iStates S,s Hhtlonal. Historic landmarks, thereby gxanting them a '
measure of Federal protection.

Seventeen of the Landmarks are in Alaska.

The designations include outstanding examples of Anerican architecture,
as well as properties associated with prominent historical figures and events.

■?:

Many of the sites are associated.specifIcally with the country's commercial

r;
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and industrial development. .
The Historic Sites Act of 1935 authorizes the Secretary to designate as
Rational Historic Landmarks properties identified as having significance to
the Ration as a whole. Rational Historic Landmarks are entered in the Rational
Register of Historic Places upon designation.
The Rational Register is' America’s official list of properties worthy of
protection for their historical, architectural, ardaeological, and cultural
value. The Regista: includes districts, sites, hxiildings, stnictures, and
objects of national, state, and local significance. Approximately 1,500 of
the 15,000 current Register entries are Rational Historic Landmarks,
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P. Herrick 202/523-5486

OEPIGE OF THE SECEETAKf
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- The Ratioiml Historic Preservation Act of 1966 authorizes matching
federal grants to the states to assist public and private projects to acquire
or improve registered properties. The law established administrative procedures
to protect registered properties from unnecessary harm in federally-supported
undertakings. In addition, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides incentives for
rehabilitation of inccme-producing historic properties.
Rational Historic Landmark designations are the result of conprehensive
historic site surveys based on major themes in American history. The suiVeys
are undertaken by Interior in cooperation with educational and scientific
institutionsi
The Secretary may accept donations of protective easements for Rational
Historic Landmarks, and Landmark owners may apply for a certificate and plaque
attesting to the property's significance. Technical assistance in preservation
methods is available to the public frcm Interior's Heritage Conservation and
MORE

Becreatlon Service, idiich adndjiisters Ilie JEa/tional Register, grantr^in-aid, and
ether historic preservation pirbgrams.
A list of the newly designated Ifetional Historic Landmarks follows:
ALASKA
Alaska native Brotherhood Hall, Katlean Street, Sitka. Location of the original
chapter of the Alaska native Brotherhood/Slrterhood Society, founded in I9I2 to
fight discruninatlon against Alaska natives and to obtain recognition of Indian
rights and compensation for Indian lands.

iP„:

Anangti1.a Archeological District, Mikolski. Village site occupied by Eskimo
Aletd:s who migrated west along the Alaska Peninsula land bridge (c. 6^00-6000
B.C.). Recent excavations have uncovered the earliest flaked stone artifacts
of these people yet found.
Bering Expedition Landing Site, Katalla, Here in 17*H naturalist George W.
Steller, stirgeon aboard Vitus Bering’s St. Peter, made the first attenpt at
contact between Europeans and Alaskan natives.
Cape Home Mirdng District Discovery Sites, Nome vicinity. Locations of the
Lindbicim and Discovery Placer gold mines that in I898 started Alaska's greatest
gold rush.

i'
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Chilkoot Trail, Skagway to the Canadian border. The Chilkoot and Nhite Pass
Trails were used by prospectors and "boomers" to reach the Klondike and Upper
Yukon Valley during the 1897 Klondike gold rush.
Dry Creek Archeological Site, Lignite^ This site reveals evidence that
associates man with extinct Pleistocene fauna, thus supporting the theory of
a land bridge between Asia and Alaska.
Eagle Historic District, Eagle. From l880-1904 Eagle was the judicial and .
transportation htib of interior Alaska. In 1899 Fort Egbert was established as
a control station and headquarters for northern Alaska.
Fort Durham Site, Taku Harbor, 25 miles south of Juneau. One of three locations
established in l840 by the British Hudson Bay Company. Abandoned in 1843, Fort
Dvirham represented a challenge to Russia's Control of Alaska.
Fort William H. Seward, , Haines.
rush years of 1897-1904.

Last of 11 forts built during the Alaska gold

Gallagher Flint Station Archeological Site, Sagwon. Earliest dated archeological
site in northern Alaska (8590 B.G.), demonstrating strong affinities between
indigenous peoples of Alaska.and Siberia.
Leffingwell Camp Site, Flaxman Island, 9 miles off Arctic coast in Beaufort Sea.
Here geologist Ernest de Kbven Leffingwell lived almost continuously between
1906 and 1914. Nearly singlehandedly he cqntpiled the first detailed map of the
coastline between Point Barrow and Demarcation Bay, an internationally recognized
accomplishment.

si
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Uew Unagia Site, Yataitat, 200miles oorthwest of Juneau. Site of; a: trading post'
destroyed "by the Tlingit people' in 1805. The event postponed European entry into
"Uie Hingit region for neeirly a century.
Onion Portage Archeological District, \Ambler. A location unique among Arctic
sites. Deep stratigraphy that reveals continuous occupation during Halocene
times has been conpletely preserved.
SitTcn Spruce Plantation, Uualaska, in the Aleutian Island chain. Site of the
oldest recorded afforestation project on the Hbrth American continent (I805),
representing the Russian's attempt to make, their colonies self-suffirient.
Sourdomdi Dodge, Gakona, mile l47.5 Biehardson Highway. Constructed 1903-1905»
this still-functioning lodge serves travelers on the Hlghwiay between Valdez
and the Alaska interior.
George C. Thomas Memorial Library, 90I First Avenue, Fairbanks. Site of 1915
meeting between U.S. government officials and native Alaskans to settle land
compensation claims. Bie meeting started a dispute that was not settled
xintil passage of the 1971 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.
Three Saints Site, Old Harbor, in the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge, Kodiak
Island. Site chosen by Gregory Shelikov in 17^ as the: first permanent Russie^
settlement in North America.
AEKAHSAS
Toltec Mounds Site, Scott vicinity. Site representihg northernmost occupation
during the Coles Creek Period that may yield information about the interaction
between lower and central Mississippi Valley cultures.
CAUFORHIA
■Ranv of Italy, 552. Montgomery Street, San Francisco.' Headquarters from 1908 t
1921 for A.P. Giannini, who originated the branch banking concept and founded
the T^fl.nk of America, the world's largest commercial bank.
CONNECnCDT

Cheney Brothers Historic District, generally between Hartford Road and Laurel,
Spruce, and Lampfield Streets, Manchester. A 175-acre milling community littlechanged since the Cheney family achieved supremacy in silkmanufacturing here,
in the 19th c^tury with technical innovations in spinning machinery.
.
GEORGIA
Central of Georgia Railroad; Savannah Shops and Terminal Facilities, vicinity of
West Broad Street and Railroad Avenue, Savannah. Facilities of one of the
country's oldest railroads and a precedenttsetting example Of industrial planning.
Columbus Historic Riverfront Industrial District, east bank of Columbus River
from 8th Street North to 38th Street, Columbus. Area exemplifying 19th century
use of hydro-technology euad how it contributed to growth of an important
southern textile center.

I
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Jeliqyll Island, Biverview Drive and Old-Village Boulevard, Glynn County. A
millionaire's,village estatlished in the late iSOO's providing a setting for
the fashionable architecture of the 13$0-1930 period. The complex in adminis
tered by the Georgia State Park Authority.
Springer Opera House, 10$ Tenth Street, Columbus.- Thie grand,c^era house
hosted many of the great enteitainers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Built in 1871 and attributed to Daniel Matthew Foley, the building recently has
been restored.

I

ILLINOIS
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Marshall Field Com;pany Store,. ill. N. State Street, Chicago. A 12-stoiy granite
building dating frOm I892 euhd designed by Daniel H. Burnham to bouse the retell
firm of Marshall Field, a pioneer of the customer-service concept.
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Chicago Board of Trade Building. l4l W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. Site and
building that enccmipassed the institution most responsible jfor bringing, order
to the .grain markets of the 19th century.

■?

Montgomery Ward Company Complex, 619 W. Chicago Avenue, Chicago,
since I909 of the country's oldest mail order firm.

Headquarters

Sears, Roebuck, and Company Complex, 925 S. Homan Avenue, Chicago. Dating from
1905, this complex is the oldest known extant unit of the company that dominated
the
order business by 1900. The contplex contains the printing plant that
produced the Sears Catalog for many years.
.
KENTUCKY

'■

■'

:

Indian Knoll, Paradise vicinity. One of the best-documented Archie shell .
midden sites in the east. It has yielded an impressive collection of skeletal ’
material from over 1200 burials.
MICHIGAN
Durant-Dort Carriage Company Office, 3115 W.: Water Streets Flint. Headq.uartefs
for William C. Durant when he founded, the Venerea, M^^
Corporation in 1908.
Ford River Rouge Complex, 3001 Miller Road, Dearborn. One of the industrial
wonders of the world encompassing all basic steps; in automobile production
where Ford achieved a continuous work flow from raw material to end product.
General Motors Building, 3044 W. Grand Boulevard, Detroit. Oldest extant
headquarters of GM in Detroit, this b\ailding symbolizes the largest manufact\n:ing
corporation in the world.
Highland Park Ford Plant, 9l Manchester Avenue, Highland Park. Designed mostly
by noted industrial architect Albert Kahn in I916, this plant is considered the
birthplace of the moving assmbly line.. . .
.r'.;

4'

'I

Lincoln Motor Company Plant, 6200 W. Warren Avenue, Detroit. Plant used bynoted automobile mantifacturer Henry M. LelaUd, who established the reputations
of Cadillacs and Lincolns. During World War I, Lelahd used the plant to
produce Liberty airplane engines.
Reo Motor Car Caapany Plant, 2100 S. Washington Street, Lansing,. Buildings
associated -with Ransom Ell Olds, who first demonstrated that -bhere was a mass
market for a low-priced car. Olds introduced advertising and engineering
inno-vations and devised basic elements of the assembly, line.

.

HEW JERSEY
Clark Thread Coapany Histo2rf.c District, 900 Passaic Avenue, East Newark. Most
of the principal mill buildings used by the con^any in the late 19th cent-ury
when it developed into the world's foremost maker of cotton Beving thread.
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company Warehouse, Provost Street between First
and Bay Streets, Jersey City. Building used by -the nation's first coast-tocoast grocery chain.
HEW YORK
American Stock Exchange, 86 Trinity Place, Hew York. Home of the nation's second
largest securities exchange since the Hew York Curb Market . ; ■
Equitable Building, 120 Broadway, New York. Headquarters of one of the insurance
industry's earliest leaders, biiilt on the site of Equitable's first home office;
R.H. Macy and Company Store, 151 W. 3^th Street, New York. World's largest
department store under one roof. The story of Macy's is a main chapter in
American retailing history.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 1 Madison A-venue, New York. Sjhobol of an
influential, company, this building, when constructed in the early 1900's, -was
the world's tallest masonry and steel structure.
National City Bank, 55 Wall Street, New York. Home since I908 of one of the
couatry's most influential financial institutions^
New York Life Building, 5I Madison A-venue, New York. Home since I928 of one
of America's oldest and most innOvati-ve insurance fiims.
New York Stock Exchange, 11 Wall Street, New York.
the nation's principal securities market.

Headquarters since I903 of

Harry F. Sinclair House, 2 E. 79th Street, New York. Home from I918 to 1930 of
the man famous for his contributions to the oil indxistry and infamous for his
association -with the Teapot Dome scandal.
SoHo Cast-Iron Historic District. 26 blocks in lower Manhattan, New York.
Probably the largest existing group of cast-iron facades in the world and now
used for commercial and residential purposes.

■ 5
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A.T.: Stewart Compagy Store, 280 Roadway, Nev lorkv Built in tlie l840's,
Stewart's store, the. "Maibie Palace," lias been called the cradle- of tbe depart
ment. store...

fe'
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Tiffany and 'Company Building, 401 Fifth: ATemie,“irew fork.- Designed by McKim,
Meady and White, this building was long the heme of the prestigious jeweli^
store.
NORTH CAROLiM;

Cooleemee, Mbcksviile vicinity. A monumental example of the villas that became
^pular in America as^ a result of architectural-pattern books of the iSjO' s. It
is unusual to find such a sophisticated villa in a rural area like the Piedmont.
Coolmore, Route 3, Tarboro vicinity. This plantation complex is one of the
largest, finest, and.best documented examples of a mid-19th century Italian
villa in the south.
EENNSYIVAICnA

Insurance Company of North America Bviilding,. l600 Arch Street,. Philadelphia..: .
Home of the oldest capital stock insurance company in America. INA pioneered
many forms of insurance, especially marine underwriting.
. John Wa-naTTiftker Store,
and Market Streets, Philadelphia. Home store of
one of the great merchandising enterprises in retailing history.
■■

SODTH CAROLINA
Graniteville Historic District, along S.C. 19 and Gregg Street, Granitevllle..
Where William Gregg introduced the textile industry successfully to the South '
•prior to the Civil. War.
Pj,e<^>'^nt Mfti^ufaeturing Company, south end of Main Street, Piedmont. Original
1876"factory of H«»ri7y p,
contributed to the South's dominance in
the textile industry. ' ' ' ,
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VIRGINIA
Fra-nkiin and Amifield Office, 1315 Duke- Street, Alexandria,
the South's largest slave-trading firms from I828 to I836.

Office of one of

Jackson Ward Historic District , generally between 4th, Marshall, and Smith
Streets and the Richmpnd-Petersburg Turnpike, Richmond- A foremost Afro-American
community of the 19th and. early 20th centuries, and an early center for ethnic
social organizations and protective- banking institutions.
WT0MIH&
J.C. Penney Historic District, J.C. Penney Avenue and S. Main Street, Kemmerer.
This district includes the Golden Rule Store and the home of James Cash Penney
who here began, in 1902, the retail chain that bears his name.
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June 26

Mr. Richard R. Shinn
President
■Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
1 Madison Avenue
New York, New York

-

July 5, 1978

Also notified:
Mr. Scott Ehrlich, Law Dept.
Ms. Mary S. Frazee, Librarian
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., N.Y.

and

The Director of the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
Chris Therral Delaporte
is pleased to-inform you that the historic property described briefly in
the enclosure has been found to possess national significance in commem
orating the history of the United States and has, therefore, been desig
nated a national historic landmark.
The purpose of landmark designation is to recognize nationally significant
sites and to encourage their owners to preserve them. Landmarks are chosen
through studies prepared by the National Survey of Historic- Sites and
Buildings; evaluated by the National Park System Advisory Board, and
approved by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the Historic
Sites Act of 1935.
A certificate and bronze plaque are provided free of charge to the owners
or administrators of a national historic landmark upon their agreement to
adhere to simple preservation practices that satisfy criteria for continu
ing eligibility. The enclosed leaflet on the National Historic Landmarks
Program sets forth the standards for continuing eligibility. We will be
pleased to provide you with a certificate and bronze plaque upon comple
tion, and return of two copies to the Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service, of the enclosed agreement form. The third copy may be retained
for your records.
National historic landmark status automatically enrolls the property in
the National Register of Historic Places. Under the provisions of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, entry in the National Register
provides each property with safeguards against damage by Federal under
takings and fulfills one qualification for participation in a grant-in-aid
program to assist in its preservation. Further information is contained
in the enclosed leaflet describing the National Register.
We are pleased to include this property among the sites already designated
national historic landmarks.

Vc l\ou;
Enclosures
HP - New York
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The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Complex
ON Madison Square
Statement of Signihcance
The history of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company complex on Madison Square
is a many-layered one. Beginning in 1893 with the completion of Napoleon Le Brun’s
Home Office building on the comer of Madison Avenue and Twenty-third Street, the
burgeoning insurance company's unchecked growth launched a building program of
some fifteen separate expansions that was to last almost 70 years and which
ultimately subsumed two city blocks.
Although Michel and Pierre Le Brun's 1909 Metropolitan Tower is the only original
fabric which remains today from the the first episodes of the company's building
campaign, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company complex as a whole is historically
significant because it is emblematic of the growth and development of American big
business and corporate imagery. Indeed, the complex bespeaks as much of this
century's rich architectural history as it does of the explosion of New York's office
bureaucracies and corporate America's evolving identity in the early- and mid-20thcentury.
By 1909 Metropolitan had become, according to scholar Marquis James, "the largest
life insurance company in the world in point of business in force."^ The firm went on to
become the world's largest private investor and, in the opinion of distinguished
institutional historian Morton Keller, "one of the twentieth century's prime symbols of
corporate vastness and efficiency."^ Over the years. Metropolitan introduced and
successfully implemented a number of notable innovations in the life insurance
industry.^ In addition, they instituted a series of nationally significant social welfare
projects that eventually included publication of health care booklets, development of
the nation's first visiting nurse service and city-wide surveys of disease, and

^ Quoted in Metropolitan Tower National Register of Historic Places Nomination, prepared by George R.

Adams (Nashville, 1977), p. 2.
2 Quoted in Ibid, p. 2.
3 Ibid, p. 2.

construction of low-income housing units.'^ Consistent with its progressive, socially
responsible public demeanor. Metropolitan similarly demonstrated a distinguished
concern for its employees' well-being. Ample space was reserved for employee dining
rooms, lounges, recreation rooms, and gymnasiums in each of Metropolitan's new
buildings erected on Madison Square, and press releases of the era reflect a company
intent on placating its work force.
Apart from the social and communal aspects of Metropolitan's edifices, the complex of
buildings which today stands on Madison Square encapsulates a range of important
styles and iconography. From the limestone-clad Deco setbacks of the North
Building, to the "modernized" Renaissance Revival Metropolitan Tower, to the sleek
South Building, the compound is the built analogue of some 60 years of American
architectural history and corporate posturing.

HISTORY
For a detailed discussion of the history of the development of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company and the insurance industry in America, please refer to the
Metropolitan Tower National Register of Historic Places Nomination, written in 1978
by George R. Adams.

PRESENT AND ORIGINAL APPEARANCE
For a detailed discussion of the present and original physical appearance of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company complex on Madison Square, please refer to the
Building Episode Chronology on the following pages.

Ibid., p. 3.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 1 of 15
Building Name: Home Office Building
Architect: Napoleon Le Brun
Date of Construction: 1890-93
Address: One Madison Avenue
Disposition: Demolished in 1953
In 1890-93 the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Home Office Building on the
north-east comer of Twenty-third Street and Madison Avenue was erected. Designed
by Napoleon LeBmn in the Renaissance Revival style, the Tuckahoe marble palazzo
was of bearing wall constmction. Originally designed seven stories high, by the time
of construction more space was needed, and the stracture climbed to eleven stories,
with a frontage of 425 feet on Twenty-third Street and 197 feet 6 inches on Madison
Avenue.
The building boasted an impressive lobby at its main entrance on Madison Avenue,
described as having "a corridor 18 feet in width, and lined with marbles, beautifully
decorated, leading to an interior court 40 feet square, covered by a stained glass dome;
paved in mosaic, 75 feet in height, lined with delicately decorated marble and onyx;
having in the centre a grand marble and bronze stairway leading to the second story.
The staircase, modelled after the grand staircase at the Paris Opera House, featured
Carrara and Pavonazza marble, Mexican onyx and ornamental bronze embellishment.

1 "Another Landmark Will Be Replaced," p. 9. (misc. article in Met Life Archives)

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 1 of 15
Building Name: Home Office Building
Architect: Napoleon Le Brun
Date of Construction: 1890-93
Address: One Madison Avenue
Disposition: Demolished in 1953
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 1 of 15
Building Name: Home Office Building
Architect: Napoleon Le Brun
Date of Construction: 1890-93
Address: One Madison Avenue
Disposition: Demolished in 1953
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Main Staircase and Lobby, Home Office Building, Napoleon Le Brun, 1893.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 2 of 15
Building Name: none
Architect: Napoleon Le Brun
Date of Construction: 1895
Address: 8 East 24th Street
Disposition: Demolished in 1953
The first of a series of annexes and additions, a 12-story building designed by LeBrun
was erected on the 24th Street frontage of the block bounded by Madison and Fourth
avenues and 23rd and 24th Streets, immediately adjoining the rear of the Madison
Square Presbyterian Church. The new structure was a virtually seamless addition to
the Home Office Building, sharing a continuous cornice line, and identical materials,
decorative embellishment, and fenestration.
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 3, 4, 5, and 7 of 15
Building Names: none known
Architect: Napoleon Le Brun
Date of Construction: 1898-1905
Address: 15 East 23rd Street, 24 East 24th Street, 320 Fourth Avenue
Disposition: Demolished in 1953
Over the next ten years, the company's unbounded growth necessitated increasingly
more space. LeBrun designed several more additions to the Home Office building,
which was incrementally expanded to subsume virtually all of the lots and frontage on
the block. Included in Ae buildings lost to make way for Met Life's expansions were
Peter Bonnet Wight's ecclectic 1865 "Ruskin Gothic" National Acadamy of Design on
Fourth Avenue, razed in 1901; the Lyceum Theater, also on Fourth Avenue,
demolished in 1903; and the cobbler shop of the father of Augustus St. Gaudens, the
famous sculptor. All additions replicated the original Home Office building, creating
thus a unified monumental assemblage which covered 7/8 of the block.
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
• Episode: 6 of 15
Building Name: Old Annex
Architect: Napoleon Le Brun
Date of Construction: 1903-05
Address: 15 East 24th Street
Disposition: Demolished in 1946
In 1903 a plot was bought in the adjoining block to the north, directly across 24th
Street, and a 16-story Renaissance palazzo annex was erected to house the Printing
Division. This building eventually came to be known as the Old Annex, and it was
connected to the Home Office building at both basement and sub-basement levels by a
two-story tunnel underneath 24th Street.
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 8 of 15
Building Name: Metropolitan Life Tower
Architect: Pierre and Michel Le Brun
Date of Construction: 1906-09
Address: 4 East 24th Street
Disposition: Existing
By 1905 Met Life had acquired and erected buildings on all of the sites remaining on
the block with the notable exception of a lot on the northwest comer; this lot had been
occupied since 1854 by the Madison Square Presbyterian Church, a gothic brownstone
edifice commonly known as Dr. Parkhurst's Church after its famous minister. In 1905
Met Life negotiated with the church for the purchase of their property, and were
initially met with defiant refusal. However, negotiations ultimately resulted in the
transfer of the property for $325,000 and an offer of the lot on the north comer of
Madison and 24th Street on April 5, 1906. Shortly thereafter the church and its
congregation moved across Twenty-fourth Street to McKim, Mead and White's newly
constracted Madison Square Presbyterian Church.^
An early Met Life press release explained, "This comer furnished an opportunity to
supply future needs of the Company's office force by increasing the height of the
building....It has been decided, therefore, to complete and crown the work with a
tower. It will be probably the highest and most massive structure of the kind in New
York City, and indeed, up to the present time, in the entire world. It may be noted
how ideally fitting is its location, opposite the open square overlooking the junction
and beginning of the two busiest and most important streets of Greater New York."^
On the site of Dr. Parkhurst's Church, Pierre and Michel LeBmn's 50-story
Metropolitan Tower was erected between 1906-09. The tower was a boldly scaled
campanile topped by an enormous roof and cupola which rose seven hundred feet to
pass the Singer Tower as the tallest building in the world, a title it held until
completion of the Woolworth Building in 1913. The tower was closely based on the
Campanile at the Piazza San Marco in Venice, and it marked the culmination of a
company building program conceived by Met Life presidents Joseph F. Knapp and
completed by John R. Hegeman.
The Tuckahoe marble tower measured 75 feet on Madison Avenue and 85 feet on
Twenty-fourth Street. It consisted of a five story, 68 foot high base that repeated the
elaborate features of the lower portion of the main building; a severely simple 366 foot
shaft that extended from the sixth through the 28th story and displayed three sets of
triple, rectangular windows on each face; a continuous line of boldly projecting doublebracketed balconies at the 29th and 30th floors; and a balustraded Ionic loggia that
extended from the 31st through the 35th story and was topped by a recessed four
story plinth supporting a pyrmidal spire and an octagonal turret. Together the spire
2 "Historical Background of Adams-Parkhurst Memorial Presbyterian Church," p. 6. (misc. article in Met
Life Archives)
3 "Description of the Tower Extension of the Home Office Building," p.l. (press release in Met Life
Archives)

and turret made up the 36th through 49th stories. Atop the turret rested an eight
sided electric beacon with eight foot diameter bases. On each side of the tower
supported a giant twenty-six and a half foot clock dial that partially covered the 25th
through the 27th stories. Each dial was constructed of reinforced concrete and faced
with vitreous blue and white mosaic tile. The 17 foot minute hands and 13 foot hour
hands consisted of copper sheathing on iron frames, revolved on roller bearings, and
weighed respectively 1,000 and 700 pounds.
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 9 of 15
Building Name: New Annex
Architect: D. Everett Waid
Date of Construction: 1919-21
Address: 11 Madison Avenue
Disposition: Demolished in 1946
Stanford White's neo-classical Madison Square Presbyterian Church, which was
erected in 1906 on the comer of Madison and 24th Street, was short-lived. The
stmcture, subtly polychromed and featuring a portico of Corinthian columns, gilded
frieze and pediment, and mosaic-tiled dome was demolished in 1919 to make way for
yet further Met Life expansion. The demolition, however, marked an early example of
interest in historic preservation. While the architect of the new annex, D. Everett
Waid, was unsuccessful in his quest to find someone willing to reerect the building on
another site, he was able to ensure that many of its decorative elements be preserved
for future uses. Balustrades were donated to the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh,
Columbia's School of Architecture and to Lawrence Grant White, the architect's son;
the frieze and pediment to the Metropolitan Museum of Art for exhibition; the terra
cotta cornices and band courses, columns, door and window architraves were
incorporated into the facade of the new Hartford Times Building; and the pipe organ,
pews and wainscoting reused in the First Presbyterian Church at Twelfth Street and
Fifth Avenue.^
Between 1919 and 1921 the New Annex was erected on the church's former site. The
New Annex was designed in conformity with the earlier buildings, and adjoined the
existing Old Annex on 24th Street, forming a single unit 75 feet wide by 225 feet long
and 16 stories high. Like its predecessors, the New Annex was designed as a
Renaissance palazzo, and was constructed of South Dover marble. A distinctive
feature of the structure was a pedestrian bridge at the twelfth floor which spanned
24th Street and connected the New Annex to Le Brun's Tower. In addition, a double
tunnel beneath 24th Street built several years earlier carried pneumatic tubes and
feeder lines for steam, water and electricity from the central power plant in the Home
Office Building.5 The entire first floor of the new Annex was devoted to a large
Auditorium.

^ "Speeding Work on New Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Annex," Real Estate Record and Guide 104
(September 27,1919),p.404.
5 Ibid., p. 404.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 9 of 15
Building Name: New Annex
Architect: D. Everett Waid
Date of Construction: 1919-21
Address: 11 Madison Avenue
Disposition: Demolished in 1946
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 10 of 15
Building Name: First Unit, North Building
Architect: D. Everett Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett
Date of Construction: 1929-32
Address: 330 Fourth Avenue
Disposition: Existing
Corbett and Waid's original plan, as announced in The New York Times on 3
November 1929, boldly called for a telescoping tower some 100 stories high. The
proposed skyscraper, of metal and glass instead of masonry construction as dictated
by city building codes, was intended to be the world's tallest, and resembled many of
Hugh Ferriss' contemporary designs. However, the Depression forced Met Life to
curtail its plans, and the monumental limestone building finally realized was
essentially the base of the planned tower. The design was built in three stages, the
first of which was begun in 1929. The first stage included the Fourth Avenue half of
the block, and rising 28 stories above and 4 stories below street-level, it made
available 22 acres of additional office space.^
According to Corbett, the new headquarters was "not a show building from the general
public's point of view. In fact, it is a highly specialized building designed primarily as a
machine to do as efficiently as possible the particular headquarters' work of our largest
insurance company."^ Eighty-foot-deep floors were made possible by full airconditioning, and indirect lighting increased in intensity with the distance from the
windows. The acoustic-tile ceiling stepped up in six-inch increments from a low point
near the core to just above the windows, providing ample duct space with minimum
loss of natural light.*
Aside from its sheer vastness and the communal, utilitarian aspects of the facilities for
work, eating, exercise and recreation, the principal architectural points of interest lay
in the building's unusual shape and in its monumentally scaled street-level arcades
and lobbies.^ The monumental lobbies were planned to accomodate the 25,000
workers expected to occupy the completed building. Demands for maximum space
required the largest building bulk permissable under zoning ordinances and dictated
the size and arrangement of the setbacks in the upper stories.
Of the four stories below street level, the first was occupied by kitchens, the second
and third employee dining rooms/cafeterias capable of serving some 5,000 meals a
day, and the fourth electrical equipment. The dining rooms were decorated throughout
with 7 foot high murals painted by artists Edward Trumbull, D. Putnam Brinley and
Nicholas L. Pavloff. The subjects of the murals were taken variously from Rip Van
Winkle, The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Huckleberry Finn, scenes from the early history
6 "The Annex Comes Down to Make Way for the Last Unit of the New Home Office Building," Home
Office (September 1946), p. 10. (Met Life Archives)
'I Harvey Wiley Corbett. "Metropolitan Life Insurance Company New Home Office Building in New
York," Architectural Record 74 (September 1933), p. 175.
8 Ibid.,p. 177.
9 Ibid., p. 178.

of New Amsterdam and New York, and the wild animals and birds of North America.
The effect of the murals was said to "bring to the employees a feeling of cessation
from their work through the contemplation of artistic and amusing masterpieces."^^^
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"Metropolitan Information Service," Home Office (14 December 1933). (Met Life Archive)

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 11 of 15
Building Name: Second Unit, North Building
Architect: D. Everett Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett
Date of Construction: 1937-40
Address: 25 Madison Avenue
Disposition: Existing
Construction of the second unit of the North Building on the comer site at Madison
and 25th Street was begun in 1937 and completed in late 1940. In January 1941 it
began to house Divisions and Sections, adding 28 stories above and 4 stories below
street-level and some 487,000 square feet of additional office space. The second unit
was a replica of one-half of the first unit, and filled the north western quadrant of the
block. It featured a three-story high arched entrance lobby at street level, and along
with the first and third units comprises the monumental assemblage we see today.
At the time of constmction, the Second Unit, the first large business building in New
York City to be air-conditioned throughout, was billed as "the last word in office
buildings" featuring 32 acres of "manufactured weather."^! Similarly, it was said to
set the standard for the constmction of buildings in which large numbers of workers
were employed, having been planned to furnish "ideal working conditions for the
clerical force.Press releases boasted that the building featured flourescent
lighting, and that it was completely fireproof; "the only wood in the building will be the
floor in the gymnasium...and even this will be of fireproofed maple."^^
Like the first and third units, a distinctive feature of the Second Unit was the massing
of all building services, including elevators, stairways, corridors, toilets and locker
space in a central core of the stracture, leaving the outer floor spaces free for maximum
working space. A new innovation in the second unit was the constmction of cooling
towers on the roof, by means of which water for the air-conditioning system could be
cooled and recycled.
In keeping with the design of the first unit dining rooms, murals decorated the walls of
the employee dining and lounge spaces housed in the four stories below street level.
Murals included scenes depicting life in colonial America by N. C. Wyeth; scenes from
Moby Dick, by Griffith Bailey Coale; a series of panels by D. Putnam Brinley showing
the recreation customs of 19th-century America; scenes taken from folk songs by Carl
Roters; and scenes depicting early transportation methods by Nicholas Pavloff.i'^

11 "The Last Word in Office Buildings," System and Business Management (January 1934), p. 11.
"’2 "Huge Building Planned for Metropolitan Life," United States Review & Southern Underwriter (28
February 1931), p. 56.
13 Ibid., p. 56.
1^ "Unit 2 - Home Office," Met Life press release, p. 2. (Met Life Archives)

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 11 of 15
Building Name: Second Unit, North Building
Architect: D. Everett Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett
Date of Construction: 1937-40
Address: 25 Madison Avenue
Disposition: Existing
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 12 of 15
Building Name: Third Unit, North Building
Architect: D. Everett Waid, Harvey Wiley Corbett and Arthur O. Angilly
Date of Construction: 1946-50
Address: 11 Madison Avenue
Disposition: Existing
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 13 of 15
Building Name: First Phase, South Building
Architect: Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni
Date of Construction: 1953-57
Address: 320 Park Avenue South
Disposition: Existing
Before constmction could begin on the first component of the New South Building in
the eastern half of the block bounded by 23rd and 24th streets, several of Napoleon Le
Brun's 19th-century additons were summarily demolished. A statement made to the
public explained that the company had elected for demolition and new construction as
opposed to remodelling the old office building because it was more economically
feasible, and because substantial floor space would be gained in a new structure
through the elimination of interior courtyards. Company statements further asserted
that the new structure would depend on mass and line, rather than exterior
ornamentation, for architectural effect, and that its clean-cut design would blend into
and complement the soaring lines of the tower while harmonizing with the more
modem execution of the newer North Building.
Preliminary studies for the new buldings were prepared by Leonard Shultz &
Associates. After Shultz's death in 1951, the work was carried on by the successor
firm of Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni. Upon Meroni's death in 1957, the firm of
Lloyd Morgan were the sole successors.
The first phase of the 14-story new South Building was erected between 1953-57. The
structure featured granite walls at street level and Alabama limestone cladding with
stainless steel spandrels at the upper stories.

16 Press Release (30 November 1953). (Met Life Archive)

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 13 of 15
Building Name: First Phase, South Building
Architect: Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni
Date of Construction: 1953-57
Address: 320 Park Avenue South
Disposition: Existing
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 14 of 15
Building Name: Second Phase, New South Building
Architect: Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni
Date of Construction: 1958-60
Address: One Madison Avenue
Disposition: Existing
Construction of the final phase of the New South Building began in 1958 and
necessitated the demolition of Napoleon Le Brun's 1893 Home Office building.
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Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode; 14 of 15
Building Name: Second Phase, New South Building
Architect; Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni
Date of Construction: 1958-60
Address: One Madison Avenue
Disposition: Existing
An interesting feature of the final phase of the new South Building, is the re-creation of
on the eleventh floor of the ca. 1893 Board Room, the only remaining vestige of the
first Home Office on Madison Square.
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President's Room in Napoleon Le Brun’s Home Office building as it appeared c. 1909.
This room was preserved and recreated on the eleventh floor of the South Building.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Building Episode Chronology
Episode: 15 of 15
Building Name: Metropolitan Life Tower
Architect: Napoleon Le Brun
Remodel Architect: Lloyd Morgan
Date of Remodel: 1961-64
Address: 4 East 24th Street
Disposition: Existing
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List of Photos
(listed chronologically)

Photo 1

c. 1906 view of southeast side of Madison Square including, from left to
right, McKim, Mead & White's Madison Square Presbyterian Church
(1906), the Old Annex (Napoleon Le Brun, 1905), Dr. Parkhurst's ivycovered brownstone Madison Square Church (1853), and Napoleon Le
Brun's Home Office building (1893). Courtesy of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company Archives

Photo 2

c. 1907 view of southeast side of Madison Square. Notice Dr. Parkhurst's
Church has been razed in preparation for the construction of Pierre and Michel
LeBrun's Metropolitan Tower, completed in 1909. Courtesy of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company Archives

Photo 3

c. 1915 view of southeast side of Madison Square featuring Metropolitan
Tower (Pierre and Michel Le Brun, 1909). Courtesy of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company Archives

Photo 4

Drawing of proposed tower for the North Building, by D. Everett Waid
and Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1929. Courtesy of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company Archives

Photo 5

c. 1930 detail of Home Office building (Napoleon Le Brun, 1893) and, at
the extreme left, the base of the Metropolitan Tower. (Pierre and Michel
Le Brun, 1909) Courtesy of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Archives

Photo 6

c. 1933 view of southeast side of Madison Square. Notice completed
First Unit, North Building, in left background (D. Everett Waid and
Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1932). Courtesy of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company Archives

Photo 7

c. 1937 view up Broadway from 14th Street; notice Metropolitan Tower
(Pierre and Michel Le Brun, 1909) in background. Courtesy of the
Municipal Archives, City of New York Department of Records and
Information Services

Photo 8

c. 1940 view of Home Office Building (Napoleon Le Brun, 1893), and the
tops of the Metropolitan Tower (Pierre and Michel Le Brun, 1909), and
First Unit, North Building (D. Everettt Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett,
1932), Courtesy of the Municipal Archives, City of New York
Department of Records and Information Services

Photo 9

c. 1939 view of Second Unit, North Building (D, Everettt Waid and
Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1940) under construction. Courtesy of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Archives

Photo 10

c. 1940's view of completed Second Unit, North Building (D. Everettt
Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1940). Courtesy of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company Archives

Photo 11

c. 1950's detail of Entrance Loggia, Third Unit, North Building (D.
Everettt Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1950). Courtesy of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Archives

Photo 12

c. 1958 view of Second Phase of construction of South Building (Lloyd
Morgan and Eugene Meroni, 1960). Courtesy of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company Archives

Photo 13

c. 1959 detail of Second Phase of construction of South Building (Lloyd
Morgan and Eugene Meroni, 1960). Courtesy of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company Archives

Photo 14

c. 1970 view of, from left to right. North Building (D. Everettt Waid and
Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1932-50), modernized Metropolitan Tower
(remodel architect Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni, 1964), and South
Building (Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni, 1960). Courtesy of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Archives

Photo 15

June 1994 view of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company complex on
Madison Square including, from left to right, the North Building (D.
Everettt Waid and Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1932-50), the modernized
Metropolitan Tower (remodel architect Lloyd Morgan and Eugene
Meroni, 1964), and the South Building (Lloyd Morgan and Eugene
Meroni, 1960). Courtesy of Isaiah Wyner

Photo 16

June 1994 view of, from left to right, the North Building (D. Everettt Waid
and Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1932-50), and the modernized Metropolitan
Tower (remodel architect Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni, 1964).
Courtesy of Isaiah Wyner

Photo 17

June 1994 view of the North Building (D. Everettt Waid and Harvey
Wiley Corbett, 1932-50). Notice the pedestrian bridge over Twentyfourth Street which connects the North Building to the Metropolitan
Tower at the far right. Courtesy of Isaiah Wyner

Photo 18

June 1994 view looking north of the Metropolitan Life Insurance complex
on Madison Square, with the South Building (Lloyd Morgan and Eugene
Meroni, 1960) in the foreground, the modernized Metropolitan Tower
(remodel architect Lloyd Morgan and Eugene Meroni, 1964) in the middle
ground, and the North Building (D. Everettt Waid and Harvey Wiley
Corbett, 1932-50) in the background. Courtesy of Isaiah Wyner

Photo 19

June 1994 view of the Madison Avenue and Twenty-fourth Street entance
loggia of the North Building (D. Everettt Waid and Harvey Wiley
Corbett, 1932-50). Courtesy of Isaiah Wyner
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